...previously, in Oudwitdi:
"Have I been seeing fandom in the wrong
way...'* • "No one much flirts with me,
though—this can be distressing.” • "Being
a writer doesn’t get you laid. Well, not
always anyway.”
"--bugger off and leave
me alone. I don't look like Terry Carr,
do I?" • "At the risk of sounding pompous,
I knew how good they were—" • "I asked
WR what about the money and he replied by
pointing out that lie had secured us
immortality.” • "It was reassuring that
she had a driver's license, though.” •
"You'd be hung by the nuts until deadt or
at least dead for all practical purposes."
• "I've done marginally more foolish things.” • "Gee, ten years ago I could hardly spell
'loccer', and now I are one!” • "At least I was born before you became a fan.” • "What
is the meaning of this, have you rediscovered, the joys of fanzines or just run out of
other, better, things to do?" • "Be of stout heart, Dave Locke, this is not a convention
report.” • "The way you pull against the grain of your upbringing and The Comfortable
Life is so self-conscious that it does, on occasion, make me uncomfortable to watch
you.” • "Went up to Baltimore; found some old fossil who was still hawking 7-year-old
copies of OutMotldi..."

. . .and now, in...
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"Virginal conception or not, parthenogenesis or not, was the baby formed, fed, and
birthed all without an umbilical cord?” • "If I must talk about Joanna Russ, and I'd
rather I didn't...” • "I seriously doubt, on the basis of Brian’s own published work,
that he can tell the difference between good writing and bad..." • "Reflect on the spell
ing of my own name, if you will, and consider the sort of egregious hacks whose junk is
so often racked up next to my books." • "Maybe we exude auras or something." • "I hope
a copy of this issue went to D West." • "The Union troops then marched into the hole,
where the southerners on either side of the breach shot them like fish in a barrel."
"I have a new excuse for not responding;
often seems better when viewed in
bunches.” • "Activity can be a lonely thing." • "Literally you're right that Wm. A.P.
White did not predict you in 1943.
It was the previous year.” • "I think Resnick is
completely off base on the subject of literature.” • "Enough misanthropy for one letter."
• "...after all your whining and sniveling, after all of your snide remarks at CFG
meetings about former faneds who never loc fanzines, I've decided to shut you up for
a while." • "Ho hum, another splendid issue of OatMo/tZdt

•••after a brief word from our Sponser;
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assembled hi] RILL ROWERS (2458 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45211)
,U(\
immediate future issues) are available for $1.00 each &/or Editorial
Mi Very- few copies of the Gala Last Issue can be had for $2.00 each. Furthermore.
Fnr.
°F Issue3 34 35 & 36 a-e Pegging for adoption at 75$ each (all three
that> 1 can
telZ hOU that this is My Publication #135, and.

...today is a Spring Saturday afternoon, a.k.a. April 21, 1984.
. The reason I hww it's a "Spring" as opposed to a "Winter" afternoon is that it is
raining, and not snowing. You’ll excuse the obvious, but I've had rather few other
frames of reference recently.
Yes, it's been a short while.
Of course there was the inevitable Annish-burn-out factor;
The last page of #37 was run-off by 1:30 Confusion Friday afternoon, and by 3pm,
1 a3k you for a ride^ c™an' a"d I had enough copies collated
to set off on the Northern Trek. By dint of some creative driving (I wasn’t asleep that
AL™ arrived at the Plymouth Hilton with five minutes to spare before my
scheduled o:30 speech...which I made sometime after nine (and which was exactly 19
minutes and 50 seconds long)...and that's my convention report.
The primary reason, though, that this will be a month'or two late even by my non
schedule is that immediately after Confusion we went on a 55-hour work week (except for
?lve ”eeks we ”ere on a 60-hour schedule) .. .and I've done little in the past three
minths othertnan get entirely too familiar with my work-mates, support my newest
expensive- hobby (details available from Dave Locke), and spend time with the reason I
ended up in Cincinnati in the first place.
...someday I'll pen the definitive work on cycles, but more to the point, yes, I
have thought about all you wonderful, patient people from time to time.
...usually when I was taking advantage of Mike Resnick's generosity in obtaining
ixes for my habit, when he would casually (well, casually for Mike) ask how I was
progressing on the next issue...

tT a

y, restrained Dave W* coming all the way from California to
tAAL I
y°^
* haVe
^CS in resP°nse to my 'Fanwriter Symposium' there...
feedT-^onh^T 1
L°Cke W°Uld h^itatingly ask if I'd gotten any
feedbocx on his admittedly minor contributions to the Annish.
Hav^g °^G~S kenefactors and contributors so close at hand has its advantages...
bu thaA
iLr
aremark similar to that at work, Cathy would say "What do you mean
X hats
Z
snic^r...and Naomi would pretend to be all-knowing. Sorry. I
gt TZ9hm f^ak abOUt fannish o^oterica, without going outside the real world.)
ob Tucker simply sent in his next column, in early March...without accompanying
note or unwarranted harassment. Thanks, Bob-I knew I could count on you (^if you

wa^e the °ae responsible for stiffing me onto that eager reporter at Confusion; at
lTke^--7o^
alcoholic substance [so that's what Beam's Choice tastes

and I had a

y nothing else around] in your room, some congenial
en Wlth amasement as Algis Budrys bemoaned the
number of uimes in compiling a recent book, that he had
had to type "Double-colon-nospace-Bill Symposium"...) .

guests

I S

Well, I hadn't meant to open with such an extended
interlude of trivialities...
Probably I'm just unconsciously phasing into mode; I’ll
be leaving for a CFG meeting
in about an hour.
writerAArAL aftern°°n[
vain attempt to clear a work area next to the type
writer, Ijrote an apologetic letter to a contributor, stating that:
Afterward It' fanZlne.
(Bowers-style), has never been an exact science."
the Peter Gill t^uielof
, "B‘”
t
bSSn tUItheI
°( S° long
bM 1
belleye In repeating the s„ thing
—'
more than, oh, two or three times »
trickled11^ but^dn^
a
ag°f nit didn>t seem like dt 33
vncKiea m, but I do seem to have quite a pile of letters..."

»
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"Naturally you'll be going the reduction route/’ Dave said.
’...that would make sense," I responded.
"But I don't think so..."
You see, even though it has obvious economic advantages, I basically don’t like
whole issues in reduced type, at least in mimeo format. There will be some reduction
in here, of course: there’s this fancy new toy that sits no more than five feet in front
of my board at work that not only has two reduction factors, but also one enlargement
setting. And Dave and Jackie have figured out that it only costs 3d more to electro
stencil a page than to use a regular stencil. So a sparing use is almost mandatory.
It seems very logical right now.
It s going to seem considerably less logical when time comes to run off two 5 a
half times the number of pages, but what the hell...
I have enough 9x12 envelopes on hand for one more biggie...and besides, for the
mere cost of a case (make that two) of videotapes. I'll spare you eyestrain this time.
I just knew you'd be properly appreciative.

Ho hum., another splendid issue of Ou,ts)o/M&. —I say this because it's the
inevitable result of a faned publishing regularly: you may be remembered in years to
come as the guy who maintained a frequent publishing schedule when no one else did, but
in the short run I suspect you're already starting to be taken for granted. Which is a
shame; out believe it or not, there are such things as realities in fan publishing, and
this is one of them. It may, in fact, be a major reason why there have been so few
regularly-published fanzines in recent years: fans publish largely for egoboo, or at
least feedback, and a frequent fanzine is inefficient in this respect.
But
does continue to brighten the fanzine scene, so I hasten to give you
1 can‘
(Who knows? — maybe you'll be remembered in fanhistory as the editor
with ’skewed tastes ': that could become an entry in the next RWCYCLiaFeniA [more trivial
remarks have become legendary.1)
If so, you'll finally be getting your due.
Dave Locke's interview with Steve Leigh was diverting, but I kept having the feel
ing that this wasn't truly an interview in the pure sense, because Dave and Steve seemed
to be conducting it on paper rather than purely in spoken conversation. That's fine,
but it does eliminate many elements of spontaneity. There isn't even the feeling that
what Steve "said" was spontaneous and later cleaned up by editing; it all has the feel
ing of mere words-on-paper, which distances the readers from the subject quite a bit. I
look forward to the "interview" with Walt Willis even though I know it must have been
conducted by mail: there are definite advantages to the latter method, as I know because
I ve been interviewed thus: the interviewee has the opportunity to consider hiser
answers before writing them down, and can even rewrite some portions if they don't come
out right the first time.
1|27|84

Received OutWOJltdi 36 fairly soon after 0u/lh0k^.d2> 33, which must have been
delayed by the system. Blushing rather brightly at your comments on pl265, I shall
address myself first to what came first: —
The difference between The Some Time Next Year and your own love situation is that
the latter is spontaneous and thus the better for it. I have no idea who the lady is
and will not ask, leave us merely be thankful that there are more ways than one to love
in this world.
Can I pass on to you, with the hope it kindles thoughts, my own thought about media
fans versus the 'general sf fad? The media fan seems to be using the literature to re
capture the imagery of the original film/series; having clearly defined limits on the
extent of the extent of what is portrayed. The 'general sf' fan must create that reality
for hirself but must first of all be attracted by literacy, by words. Media fans prob
ably try to capture the same 'rush' they get from their chosen heroes, by trying mass-SF,
but it does not seem surprising they often retreat__
I shall say nothing about my own letter (1258) , it seems to be long enough for both
itself and any further comment I might make. Darroll Pardoe's letter is right only in
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fact, not truth. I suppose it depends on how you define 'social interaction'—I would,
have thought it to extend to the meeting of minds sans corporeality (letter and phone
call) but if he restricts it simply to being able to meet other fans, then the father-tothe-lack-of-deed is finance, not inclination.
Dave Locke's column is based on a misreading of the word 'askew', it is a fairly
obvious slurring of the phrase 'I ask you" and being overheard by passing strangers, this
plaintive cry has become the declarative "I askew"; like those other statements we only
half-hear and wonder for years afterward just what the person was really saying. "It was
the wrong size, so she buried it..." "I don't care what he says, seventeen times is too
much..."
I stared at your final comment (1262) for a long time. In fact I've been staring
it for almost a fortnight. It's correct, it probably hurt you a lot to say it. It
describes a type of person I like because, inside the awareness of self is the awareness
of others. There has to be a balance between 'selfishness' and 'giving'—the absence of
the latter is miserly emotional theft, but the absence of the former is like trying to
give the kiss of life using a vacumn pump. How can someone who has no internal life or
desire empathise with anyone else?
You are correct in your guess I've never published a fanzine (I did help create and
edit my college [actually polytechnic] literary magazine, mostly to see my own fiction
in print but...) and so when you mention the expense that's cutting into you on behalf
of your own fanzine, I doubt I realise just how much it affects you. The only consola
tion seems to be that if the basis of publishing fanzines were only the creation of
working capital, I doubt any fanzines would have been produced at all.
(Even those now
charging for advertising, and almost semi-pro, needed 'amateur' fanzines to create a
market...or am I being naive about that too?)
I don't keep carbons of letters I send, but my letter as printed looks like the
entire two pages, and a rambling, discursive epic it is. My final comments about some
thing imminent in fandom still echo within me; I've received 3 'zines in recent weeks
from the States, and somewhere behind the words, like that vague smell of chocolate
wrappers or the tree falling in an uninhabited forest, I still say something big is
brewing. Feminism, maybe. That seems to have been the main topic of most of my recent
letters. Politics, maybe, the subject of everyone else's speeches and programmes.
Finance, in a sudden plunge in the number of fanzines. None quite ring that distant
bell, but...
I agree with Neil Rest:
must we keep comparing fanzines?
I mean, taking up my point about personal letters in the last ish, I don't compare
a letter from friend A with one from friend B marking them on subjects, insight, or
length.
(Perhaps it's my age, but I've been doing that thing called 're-appraisal*
recently—which is where I found out about fanzines being letters—and I’ve realised
that I read every work of fiction as a love story; very little else in the work is of
importance to me, only the attitude the author shows towards the [romantic1 love at its
centre. That's going to draw flak if too many people read it, but at least I now know
why I dislike so many modern books and films while others rave of style, intent,
meaning and so on.)
Dave Locke's interview of Steve Leigh is leisurely, and illuminating. It sounds
more like a postal interview than a direct conversation, but I'm probably wrong. I’m
surprised at Dave Locke's comment (1270) on Barry Malzberg (an author I've never been
able to read/stand) only because the usual accusation against him is that while a
brilliant stylist his characters and situations were repetitive. That Locke believes he
can't write is very interesting indeed.
When the discussion expands to include the unending-series prevailing among sf, it
strikes a nerve. I don't blame authors for creating such series, it being—usually—-a
guaranteed source of income, at least when a success. T,That distresses me is how many
authors now write nothing hut series. I am as much a sucker as anyone else for the un
resolved plotlines, but I believe I am developing ulcers at the immeasurable amount of
such unendings. There are times when I don't mind series but it has become fairly
obvious that most are massively inflated constructions with little substance within, an
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elephant's skin trapped upon a mouse's skeleton. The other problem, is that most authors
can't gain a name until they write a series, "bis may be due to what I mentioned over
leaf about media fans, the familiarity of characters and settings.
I just like things that end.
Except love.
What I found interesting about his list of favourite authprs/novels was how much I
disagreed. I even disagree about therebeing such divergence between favourite works and
favourite writers. Don't like Delaney, Peake, or V7olfe; like MacDonald but only when he
isn't writing McGee books; collected but was never really enamoured of Clarke or Chandler,
Marlowe's only redeeming virtue’was his eventual marriage. None of my favourite books
are included either. I have played the "'which books would you retain if you had to cut
your collection to the bone" but have never really managed to get it much below a hundred;
I admire and collect roughly that number of writers and the least I could do would be to
select my 'favourite' among theirs.
If Leigh dislikes Romances, I'd advise a perusal of Kathleen Woodiwiss whose works
I consider to be the basic justification for the massive expansion in the romantic fic
tion industry.
What do people see in TMR priejcSSS
that I don't?
I still think 'hse' is the best literary abbreviation, but perhaps not vocal. I
wasn't aware 'heesh' was unoriginal, but it doesn't excuse it. The matter of 'his-her'
only becoming 'hiser' with male predominant (first) is easily resolved to 'hir', which
can either be thought of as abbreviated from 'his-her' or as 'her' with an intrusive 'i'
from 'his'. It's the 'him-her' that I can't get right. It would help if we could all
speak and write so perfectly the constructions never arose, but I doubt it's possible
unless an extremely clumsy result is what you seek.
I've been using 'hir' and 'hse' for several years; people may think it's only bad
typing—a justifiable reaction given my style—but it isn't.
Elsewhere than the mag, I've been enjoying a quiet solstice rest and getting through
various books and films (videos) in consequence. I'd go through an mention those I
particularly like except it's a fairly long list which proves, as my comments rarely do,
that I like a percentage of what I obtain while saying I dislike a lot.
However, I'll end this rather grey/gray letter, and hope that the new year found
you in good health and company with better prospects than last year but equal prolificism.
1 7|8U
I suppose I should add the 'footnote' to Ian's 3rd paragraph I misplaced earlier:
(I mean that some 'media fans' try to duplicate the emotional impact by reading other
SF, but finding no visual resonance or similarity to the elements they admire, they re
turn their concentration to the film & TV originals. Media fans who do crossover become
'general' fans...)
...I would suppose that by now, given the ratio of 'films' viewed over books read
the past few years, any comments I might have on the subject would be suspect.
And I'm tiring fast of the 'gender-contraction' discussion and gender-specific word
plays (which, in my opinion, reached its highpoint eight or nine years ago when, in the
pages of this fanzine, Poul Anderson coined the cuticism ’perdaughter'). You, Terry,
and others...go ahead and write 'em the way you see fit, and I'll do my best to trans
cribe them accurately. I'll simply continue using 'one', 'they', and 'his/her* in my
own iminitable way...and trust that we’ll all understand each other as we search for
something more entertaining/interesting to talk about...
TbJE prirksss
is simply the most amusing, delightful novel I've ever read. (Of
course I’ve also said—so many times I almost believe it—that The Rocky Horror Picture
Show is the 'best' science fiction film ever made...so you may well find that my tastes
are a bit...strange. I don't think so, but enough people keep telling me, so...)

to! D’Amassa
I'm glad to see Ian Covell enjoyed space melatkts by Donald Barr, but I
think he is a bit too extreme in his reaction to James Tiptree and Joanna Russ. Certainly
some of their fiction seems designed to either get a rise out of male readers, or stir
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female readers to indignation. So what? Getting a rise out of your readers, of any
kind, indicates you are communicating something at least. Personally, I thought Houston3
Houston t^as inferior to much of Tiptree's other work because of the poorly realized, male
characters, but then an awful lot of real males I know are pretty poorly realized them
selves. Russ was satirical in tit rtfAL.T
which may put most male readers off since
they are the objects of that satire, but even if—for the sake of argument—we assume
that to be a bad book, the bulk of her fiction is so well done, it amazes me that Ian is
so vociferous in his criticism.
He also asks if there is any genre other than SF and erotica where backlist titles
never go down in price and second hand books are rarely cheap. T<rell, mysteries are start
ing to go that way. There are mystery specialty stores with very high prices already,
one locally in fact. There also appears to be a growing Harlequin Completist movement,
so romances or some subset thereof may be achieving the same status.
The problem with all of this, of course, is that it drives the price up for readers
and collectors alike. I am a completist in the SF field, but an avid reader of mysteries,
and it bothers me that the old Dell mysteries I used to be able to pick up for twelve
cents are now >2.00 or more each, particularly if they have mapbacks. Fortunately, we
accumulated almost 3000 mysteries before the current wave of price jumps started a few
years ago. That is one of the few advantages of advancing age. We've been around long
enough to have bought these things before anyone thought they were worth buying, and
since I rarely throw anything away...
ipijS1!
I have tacked to my kitchen wall a clipping from the January 26, 1981 Detroit PkZZ PkCAA
headlined: ''One Person's Clutter Is Another's Collection". I must admit, as I glance
around, to wondering about the validity of the secondary lead, where that story was
continued: "There's a deep-seated need for all that clutter". Still, it’s reassuring to
read such things from youngsters like you, as your last statement...as well as to read,
in EgoACMl 4 (which just arrived today), Ted White saying: "Fanzines? I've never thrown
or given away or sold any of the fanzines I've received." True, I probably have less
mysteries than you, and considerably fewer fanzines than Ted (after all, I'm not nearly
as old as he? nor been in fandom quite as long)...but both of you have houses, and I a
mere three rooms in which to indulge my proclivity toward
collecting...
...now where did I put the next letter? Oh, here it is...:

Ud. Shite
OW 36 arrived in today's mail, and prompts me not only to write but to enclose
herewith a letter I recently turned up from among the debris in my once and. future
office.
(Background: in August, 1975, T. had a terrible fire which destroyed the upper
storey of half my house—and caused the rooms directly below to be drenched with water.
The worst hit was my office, and, dispirited, I simply closed the door to it and opend
that door infrequently thereafter. For years I’ve been about to clean it up, RSN, but a
couple of weeks ago I began the task in earnest, and now the room stands empty, the
walls stripped of their shedding mildewed wallpaper, the only item still in the room my
massive desk. In the process I had .to sort out the pulped paper—magazines, comics,
music papers, et al—from that which was worth salvaging, and turned up a number of
curiosities. What slightly amazes me is the number of letters, many of them running to
half a dozen pages or more, which I wrote but never mailed...ghod knows why. Several
letters to Buck Coulson when he was editing the SPlA Fokum, letters to SXeACO Re.v<ieW, to
local newspapers, to irate readers of Amazing and FantaAtic., and.. .yes.. .one to you.)
Better late than never, sez I, so here you are: long-delayed (ten years? more? I
didn't date it, but you'll remember better than I when OW 8 came out) egoboo. Enjoy.
It's 198-4!
Moving back;to ai 36, have I mentioned previously how ugly I think the Copperplate
Gothic typeface you're using is? It's too black, too heavy, and of course too lacking .
in lower-case letters, for use as a text type. I think you'd find it a lot more effec-r
tive as a headliners. As it is, whenever you switch to it (to answer letters) it gives
you a 'shouting'’ voice. I'm surprised that someone with your graphics savy would use it
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Ted White :: 339,49th St,, BrodkIyn,'“NX;'11320 ?: Hy2-9^1d
2

Dear Bill:
OUTWOPXDS S, perhaps because of meatier letters than usual, and
perhaps also because of your lineup of contributors, seems to
cIIck with me where previous issues have not.
Maybe it's the absense of art and/or pretentious layouts, too.
Previous issues have struck me as full of fluff and without much
substance. Xnere s fluff in this issue too, but far better balanced.
,what has disturbed me about your previous issues is
still „o be found in your editorial this issue. It’s hard to put mv
3a71 "This is it»” byt although I agree with over
'■ ?! ’’h® sentiments you express, your way of expressing them put
2?u 3esm to write around your subjects, approaching them
with all the coyness and virtue of a shy maiden her wedding bed.
lour comments on your Hugo nomination, for instance, might better
t}?7®
bhe actual award, and while I really agree with you
that Hugos are simply not the reason for putting out a”fansine, your
way of•saying it suggests that either you’re ashamed of such a
notion, or you don't really believe it yourself. This probably
isn t true, but cottes through the overtones of the way in which you
write about the subject.- The problem is that while no one wants
to seem eager for a Hugo, dunned few fans (or pros) would turn one
down. And inevitably any fan who coEsnents on his nomination for
a Hugo seems to end up furiously pushing the dust around with his
toe while blushing in anticipation. Better, I think—and this applies
the votesTare^in^9 other nominees as well—simply to shut up until

The fluffiness of your editorial went into overdrive—or vou
slipped a gear in typing it onto stencil—on p.294, in the fourth
line Ox your new topic. X simply cannot make sense out of what you’re
saying, and a part of my mind insists that a line (or more) was left
out between lines three and four, ’’...other’s won't take the care
t,
sifPiy a phrase which refuses to make any sense at
3
Wiy? And the remainder of the page is
humorous kltended to
funny, but comes out, again, more coy than

Anderson’s column this time is slighter than usual. X wish he'd
spoken more about good.dialogue and its uses in characterization,.and
spent less time defending his own use of lectur/es from characters_
which never much bothered me in his stories anyway. Dialogue was
undoubtedly my weakest point when I began writing sf, and still is
tar from my strongest. But I’ll pass along to Poul something I’ve
picked up iron my various associations with unlettered (but not unintell
igent, types.
. Most people aren’t very articulate. That almost goes without saying;
3 well-known use of "Ahh"s and "Umm"s in his dialogue is an
effort to show this without making his dialogue incomprehensible. The
so-called Hemmingway" dialogue (actually, it comes from Dashiell Hammett)
is another approach to the same thing. But people whose grammar and
idiom are limited are not necessarily illiterate—in their heads they

think cpnplex thoughts, but they lack the courage to express them.
A very effective device, X think, is to use such a person as a narrator,
contrasting the story he tells, and his own thoughts, with the dialogue
he speaks. I did that once, successfully, in a short story in F&SF
a few years back. If I ever write a mystery novel, which I hope to do
some day soon, I expect to make use of the same device.
Because I admire competent people, I've hung around carpenters,
plumbers and mechanics a lot, and I've absorbed their speech patterns.
I'll be damned if X can codify them into rules—as I once tried doing
to contrast British English with American English (stuff like "I've not”
for "I haven’t"; that sort of thing)—but it's not hard for me to
visualize one of those men as an appropriate character, and then just
"listen" to him-speak.
Lee Hoffman, by the way, is superb at this. One of her westerns
opened with a chapter which was nothing but dialogue (between a sherifr
and his prisoner), and it sucked you right into the story perfectly.
Her characters are a pleasure to "listen" to.

Memo to Andrew J. Offutt: Ace Books has published not only the
two Alan Gamer books you so admired, but also Elidor, which is
equally good. Might X suggest that your nrejudice against juvenile
novels is putting you off spme good books? Like Le Giin's Wizard
of Earthsea? (Qr even mine?)
' ~
I'd like to let Steve Fabian know that he is net entirely without
admirers—I like his work, and for the most part I like it better
than I do that of his detractors, several, of’whom stole everything
they know. On the other hand, this column seems both disjointed
and largely without substance.
Rumor has it that Jack Gaughan is no longer "Assistant Art Director"
at GALAXT pubs, and I gather from the most recent issue that when
Jack’s stuff is used up there won't be much (if any) interior art
in those magazines. The latest GALAXX has only one illustration of
any size or merit in it, and one novelette (in the back of the issue)
has a heading which takes up an inch or so at the top of the first
column and that’s it. Ho blurb,’ nothing.
As I ve said before, if I had the money (budget) to throw around
which Jakohssen has, X could do five times the job—as so, I expect could
almost any competant fan editor.

The sort of WJ Greg Benford envisions as the most likely was written
about—very well—in a novel which was serialized in AMAZING over ten
years ago: "The Last Vial" by Dr. Sam McClatchee (sp?). I wonder if
I'm the only one who read it or liked it—it never came out In book
form. It deals with biological warfare and an undeclared world war.
It struck me then as a grim prophecy, and one which deserved a lot of
heavy thinking; fandom and just about everyone else ignored it. *Sigh*

I'veskirned Wollheim's book—read a few chapters in detail to see,
for instance, what he had to say about Ellison—and ray opinion of it
is nowhere nearly as high as Doc Lowndes’. But his comments on the
book make about the best item in this issue—reminding me of WARHCCN

3
yore—and I only wish Doc had been more specific in his comments on
other critics. For instance, his comments on Johnnys-come-lataly,
and those out "for a fast buck". Who are they? Kingsley Amis? Or—?
And I wonder if Doc’s read yet Sam J. Lundwall’s SCIENCE FICTION: What
It's All About, which I considered a waste of paper^ (I review it
in the December issue of FANTASTIC...)
,

Paging along to the letters:
I think Terry Carr is copping out in his comment that "art xKKfnootx
contradicts and confounds iii intellection; it operates on a higher
plane." No, it operates on a different plane, and that’s not the same
thing at all. Art affects us emotionally, but that isn’t to say that
it needn't stimulate our intellects, and can’t be intellectually
accessible. Art can not only be consciously* grasped, it can be—should
be, and, indeed, ought to be—consciously manipulated. That is, a
man who can create a work of art deliberately and with a complete
grasp of what he is doing is the consumate artist—he is a genius.
I don't think that most artists fin any area of art) regard the
product of their labors as arcane or terribly ineffible. This they
leave to their audience. Most people have a" considerable difficulty
finding the literal connection between an artist and his art. They
come soon it in its finished state and imagine that it sprang in sonar
mysterious fashion full-blown from the mind of the artist. I’ve been
set upon by librarians, for example, who "just loved" my books and
couldn't imagine how I was "clever" enough to think them up. The
process, as any writer knows, involves rather little "cleverness," and
a fair amount of dogged work.
For Terry to spout this nonsense about how "critics are a pretty
useless-species" is astonishing, when you consider that his job at
Ace was, for the most part, that of an acting critic who said "this
is good" and "this is bad" and usually supplied reasons for his jujgjemants. (And his review in F&SF of a book of mine was the most per
ceptive and worthwhile piece of criticism I ever received.)
Perhaps what Terry has overlooked (or is too polite to mention) is
that critics in general—and Ted Pauls in specific—really arrive first
at their final jud^sents and then seek out the supportive arguments.
That is, Ted Pauls probably finished reading Fourth Mansions and said
to himself something on the order of, "Well, it was okay, but nothing
great." Whereupon he set out to find the reasons why this should be so.
That leads to a biased and less-than-objective piece of criticism, but
this is what all critics (and editors) do. The emotional response
comes first, and is followed by the neat intellectualisations. Some
critics will tell you this isn't true in their case. They are lying—
either to themselves or to you.
Jerry Lapidus asks for a "good long article on the basics of
fan art and reproduction" (I'll foreswear the pun on that last). The
article was written, Jerry, some twelve years ago—and I wrote it.
Tn fact, if memory doesn't fail me, I did two articles on related
subjects, both for Bjo's PAS-tel. Others (Juanita Coulson?) al so
did related articles. They ought to be collected and reorinted.
There's a lot of lore involved in putting’ out a good, attractive fanzineg, from the prone? use of lettering guides to.stencilling artwork,
ana it ouznt to oe maae availaole again to newer faneds.
’

4
Finally, yes, I'd like OUTWORLDS S.5, and I'm surprised you felt the
need to so segregate Anderson's contest winner®. This too strikes me
as unnecessarily coy—especially coming after those Rotsler photos.
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for blocks of text.
(But then, I think Bergeron's use of Old English type in his recent
fmz is equally ugly, and we all know what a swell graphics designer he is.)
Seeing it
plastered across the first page of m #36 in the full blackness of offset (or Xerox,
whatever you used) really brought it all hone to me. How's it look to you, in sober
contemplation?
I see Brian Earl Brown is still bitching about Pong. Tarai told me that Brian was
sorry that Tarai's "overview1’ of Pong wasn't more negative than it was, and I gather
Brian has dropped his anti-Sixth Fandom, andom jehad, in favor of "debunking” Pong.
Brian may well be right that little in Pong "could stand the 'test of time,'” but
only time itself will prove him right or wrong. In contrast to his flat assertion on the
matter I could offer the assessment of someone like Dave Hike (v?ho, in his Pzd 'Notebook
#3, mentions that several people, he among them, found Pong engrossingly enjoyable with
out having much if any current knowledge of fandom), but I am content to wait until Time
does indeed render its Verdict.
But I do take exception to Brian's assessment that "most of the writing” in Pong
"could be directly compared to apa-natter—in style, in tone, in skill”. I seriously
doubt, on the basis of Brian's own published work, that he can tell the difference be
tween good writing and bad, between apa-natter and what we published in Pong, or between
the tone of what appears in a typical apa-zine and what appeared in Pong. And I think to
most fans the differences are obvious. Unlike my current fanzine, which is composed onstencil, Pong was second-drafted and carefully lathed and hand-buffed.
You know, it's funny that Brian Earl Brown, who is apparently embarked upon a
campaign to discredit Pong, used to write us these kissy letters all about how great Pong
was. It's a shame I didn't save them, because a few quotes from them now would do much
to offset Brian's current stance.
(After Richard Bergeron complained to me about the
limited feedback he'd gotten on his contributions to Pong, I bundled up all the unused
letters and sent them to him for his amusement. I wonder if he still has Brian’s
letters....?)
Terry Carr ttbegs to barfa at the use of "they" in a sentence like "No one should
feel they have to..." because "it makes for lousy grammer." Of all people I Or was the
misspelling of "grammar" yours, Bill? Actually, in terms of conversational usage, "they"
has replaced "he" or "she” in such constructions. But conversation is notably agrammatical anyway.
What bothers me—and probably bothers Terry too--is the way in which some modern
dictionaries have begun ratifying sloppy conversational usages, on the grounds that usage
defines the standards and dictionaries only reflect usage. Thus, words which simply did
not exist in the literate world, like "woken", are now to be found in some dictionaries
—as I found out to my dismay, after taking Marc Ortlieb to task for using that word in
my SidiandoA. piece.
T'There are the standards, he cried.
Ipj84

■It

probably was mine; __ the misspelling, that is.
(Although I’ll never come up to Dave
Locke's 'standards' in eliminating typoes...1 do think I'm doing considerably better as
time goes on. But a few glitches do still occur.) H When did you say that fire was?
O(vb>)okZd& Ezght. carried a pub-date of June, 1971_. Ah, well...I’m glad you sent it along:
These 'blasts from the past.', while commenting on subjects as foreign to me as you in the
here S now, are always amusing and sometimes interesting. I recall Jackie Causgrove s
Bruce D. Arthurs as also having sent along long-delayed LoC’s a year or more ago, but I
think those were ones that had never been finished. 'The responses I find most interesting
are those from someone who 'acquires' a whole slew of my back issues all at once—often
'runs’ that may have taken me ^ears to produce—and then sends me an overview on them.
Is that what they mean by "time-binding"? IT In the meantime, God knows what else will
surface from out of my past...

Carry Donnes
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Thanks for the last two OutWoaZcU, #35 S 36, which have found their way to
me despite moving ... and then not spending any time there. I should get into the habit
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of making notes in the margins, as once again I have forgotten all that I wanted, to write
as commentary. I hope a note of my chit-chaiihg will do to keep me on your list. (I was
disappointed, you WAHFed the last one; I'm not dating Patti-niece-of-Asimov any more and
thus that letter^probably represents my only commentary on the gentleman. I may see her
again rI hope to ', still...)
This month has been eventful already, and I’m feeling thoughtful because of it. Feb.
2 was my third anniversary of corporate life and second, anniversary of completely out-oftown assignments (March 1, my birthday, is a one year anniversary of ^eing assigned in
New York). Over the weekend my paternal grandfather died, leaving alone his wife of 62
years. Today the apartment I'm sharing in ’•’YC with two co-workers was burglarized, '
though nothing of mine was taken. And last night I finished reading jesfl, which I
started on January 1 on the way home from a weekend trip to California. My average air
mileage per month is usually about 5,000—this month could easily go over the 7,000 mark
(My two-year travelling score is 125,000—1 gain a pound and a wrinkle for each 25,000) —
with the funeral in Detroit and idiotic one-day trips to Chicago.
In some way those events all seemed linked, and my sense is that it is by the common
thread of Orwell's book. I should start by saying I didn't like it, or more correctly,
I didn't buy it. I have too much belief in the human spirit to imagine a society of that
nature possible—it would be too much effort for Thoughtpolice to really have watched
Winston's every move, and too many loopholes in the social fabric for them to truly catch
everyone with a human touch. I expected Winston's discovery was going to be that Big
Brother and the Party had disintegrated long before; that nobody had realized this or had
the energy to bother putting something else up in its place. I imagined a society
capable of building the television surveillance network, but not using and maintaining
it. In this regard I'm still relying on my old dead uncle Henry Adams, stating (correct
ly, I imagine) that technology saps mankind's energies for doing anything else, and that
historically society was growing less able to manage itself, gaining speed like a comet
approaching the sun, but then flinging itself back to the void. This seems to have been
the Soviet experience, and several times during the Reagan administration I've had the
sense of a government oh'the verge of hysteria, so twisted by its own Bru’le think that
the business of the day wasn't going to get done.
But I can't help but notice a Party mentality growing inside of me, encouraged by
the cultish ways of my employers, the dehumanizing aspects of travel- and—of course—New
York City itself, where one learns to look through people because chances are someone you
make eye contact with is insane anyway, and who has time to deal with that? It isn't ■
anything direct and obvious, like 2+2=5, it's smaller things: suddenly finding
thoughts in my head (and clothes in my closet, and food in my refrigerator—or my God,
you wouldn't believe the crap) that I know didn't come there naturally. I’ll start to
listen to myself talk to other people, or about other people, and hear inhuman, meanspirted and self-serving things—worse still, they are things that used to repulse me in
others. And in trying to track that thought down, I come upon another and another, and
find they always lead back to some little greed, some little lust, some little jealousy
that I let get the best of me.
And then having expunged that, I look around at the people T'm surrounded by. And
then I get really scared.
With so much around us, the process of weeding through it, sorting and choosing the
good and rejecting the bad becomes a full-time career. Freedom really is -slavery, but
we are not slaves to anything as harmless as a Big Brother who tortues us, we are
slaves to. our own personal tortues.
Well, dark thoughts for what was actually quite a beautiful February day. Really,
if I didn't have this damned cold I would get up tomorrow morning and go for a jog in
Central Park. To me, that is the ultimate luxury. Artichoke hearts and. cashmere
overcoats aside.
2 j 818k

"...the ultimate luxury"? I doubt that any single item I came up with for that term
would stand the test of time: yesterday's luxuries, no matter how much once desired,
are today's clutter. H So why not come to Midwestcon or Spacecon this summer...?
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Bill BreiMnn
To continue our conversation from my printed loc (my god! you rat! That
must he my first loc in Oufi»ok£dt>. *gasp*) my (our) vacation went great-—so great that
I'm planning to spend a month in England & Europe with ?iary this May.
(Talk about living
beyond your means•..)
Things at home are playing themselves out. It seems Leslie and Marcus weren't made
for each other and Leslie is looking for another place to live... whether she moves
remains to be seen...
Patty’s birthday was/is the 9th of this month. Planning a blowout part at Terry
Floyd's. Should be good.
Hey! Billy Wolfenbarger sold a story to Karl Wagner: for the wcc DECT rrrrscR
STOHIEn, J383: YAHOOO!1!
Hope to see the ON annish. Don't X me out just yet—there's still hope.
(Did you
pause before deciding not to put that 'X' on my mailing label?)
Question; Do you take your fanzine seriously?
Paul Williams (alias; Double Digit) seems not to go for our (San Francisco fandom)
type of partying, but he did introduce a whole slew of new people to us who show up
regularly at out get togethers. That boy must be a hermit.
Anyway—enough gossip!
PS: get this; APA-50 is almost 10 years old!!
Whither Chris Sherman?!?
11 <+1 8*t

Of course I take my fanzine seriously...even if not so seriously as when it was Big <s
Fancy...but in many ways even more ’seriously’ than when it was Big s Fancy. Then it
was my life; now it is a part of my life...flexible S mutable, but still a very important
part of whatever it is I do, of wherever it is I go. Taking something seriously, it
took me a while to learn, does not equate with somberness, humorless, or pretentiousness;
even though the mechanics sometimes get wearisome, I have fun with what I do, and the
way I do it. At least most of the time', 1 Hearing from you, from Larry...and getting
a note (w/photos) from Patty-—
"I'm not sure why You're keeping up this frenzied rate of publishing, but sure am
glad to hear from you regularly."
—can't help but giving me flashbacks to the Summers of ’76, '77...even '78: surely
one of the more...err...’intense’ periods in my life, even if it was easy for all the
rest of you...and Those We Knew. Still, We All not only seem to have Survived, but to
have done so with a certain degree of Fortitude S Style none of us would have suspected
of each other Then—even though I'm not going to be certain of any of this until I get
a Certificate from Leah certifying that I have passed bey. ond the adolesence I so
recently entered. 11 So maybe you'll run across Leah somewhere in the wilds of Europe,
and so maybe someday you'll come back to the heartland (I'll be glad to pick you up at
Cincinnati's magnificent Amtrack station)...but I’m hoping this 'vacation' goes as well
as the last... In the meantime, here's a mutihal friend, someone I've known over twenty
years, even though I only 'met' him once...in 1975:

BilP’ Paw ©nlfenbatger
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11:48 p.m. & counting. Thanks for
36. It was the only
thing in today's mailbox worth reading. You change formats so often we never know what
to expect next. Harry Morris in a strange place called Albuquerque does the same sort
of thing with HtfdaZopA. Which is nice. But fandom: if fandom is a continuing
conversation, I sure get a lot of interruptions with everyone.
Activity can be a lonely thing. I was a supporting member of the World Fantasy
Convention in Chicago (the only way I had to receive a copy of the Program Book)—and
that entire page of blank autographs looks lonely.
Got a kick reading Dave Locke's chat with Steve Leigh.
John Varley is having a party tomorrow night, but we won't be able to make it. The
last I heard (was it a couple of months ago??), he'd finished writing demopss. Paul
Novitski is living in Seattle, Bill Breiding is in San Francisco, Dwain Kaiser is in
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southern California, everyone is everywhere but here. I'd like to live closer to a city,
but please don't expect to get a letter from me one of these days in New York City or
Memphis, ok?
How has the Winter been treating you? Harrisburg Oregon U.S.A, had its share of
snow/ice/freezing-winds weather like everyplace else-—except for sunny Florida, I under
stand. The state of Florida itself, I don’t understand. Now the snow has gone, ice
disappeared, the awful cold evaporated; all of this has been replaced with chilly, foggy
nights & mornings and what one could, almost call warm weather—very weird for January in
these parts. Like the poem enclosed called Like Some Cry in Wilderness [[see page 1320;
OdtiOOkZdA 31]] may help explain. Winter here so far has been quite intense.
Have an interesting News item for you; one of my stories (from rvjYi HRR12K3M5 in
England) will be reprinted by Karl Edward Wagner this coming summer in tt®
3E3Y
STORIES: series xii. I always knew I’d be a ''paperback writer" one of these days.
Latest reading: the first story I read in 1984 (o, Happy New Year'.) was Lovecraft's
The Colour Out of Space. First time I read, this one was many many wild years ago, and
it seems to still hold up pretty well. I truely can't recall the last time I read any
current sf. I buy FSSF on a regular basis, but find I don't read all the stories—a bad
habit I’ve got to change.
(Reading all the stories in any given issue, that is.) The
only other newsstand mag I get is Twilight Zone, my current favorite. First book I began
reading this new year is Ramsey Campbell’s IfSCAWlATE, S I still have a long way to go;
it's thick. In fact, the main reason I joined the World Fantasy Convention for a
supporting membership (I wish to hell or whatever I could have attended) was to get the
Program Rook, which has a chapter from Ramsey's new novel not included in ircafsmath due
to the length of the book. It was frustrating to wait for the Program Book to arrive
before beginning reading the novel.
12:44 a.m. & counting. Thanks for the space & the time. The only things worth
hearing are the typewriter keys and the passing train, distanced by a mile.
1 1 71

I love that last line...
...and now a note from someone relatively more recent in the annals of my life: he
claims to have have met me at St. Louiscon in 1969, but I don’t recall encountering him
until much later.
(Usually, it's quite the opposite...and that’s the obligatory
esoteric comment for this stencil...).

^ihe GliChsuhn
I suppose I'm largely to blame for the disappointing amount of response
to your last couple of issues. Once I stop writing you those lengthy, point-by-point
reactions to your fanzines, there goes a large fraction of the worthwhile response you're
used to getting, eh? Well, I can only plead creeping middle-classism. Mine as well as
yours. You must remember that I haven*'t actuallylived with anyone since 1973 so
adjusting to being one-of-two instead of just me along with getting the house in shape
has definitely had an effect on my fanzine fanac. T can't promise it'll get any better
in the next seven or eight years hut if you'll just have faith in me perhaps I'll
eventually get back to loccing ON. Maybe.
(Your responsibility, of course, is to
publish material that is both interesting and commentworthy at least every third issue.
After all, there are only so many synonyms for "restricted comprehensibility" I can
come up with I)
I was amused to read your public announcement of how brazenly selF~indulgent you've
been of late and how deeply it's thrust you into debt just a couple of days after you »
paid, me off. Under other circumstances I’d not have noodged you about it, but right now
I'm deeper in debt than I suspect you've ever been and. one's priorities must change with
the times. I expect I'll miss the first worldcon since 1970 this year becasue of the
difficulty of justifying the expense to myself. So it goes...
I don't blame you for not reacting to Ian Covell’s comment that he doesn't think
fanzines should be judged by relative standards and I certainly don't intend to re-open
that can of worms, but I think it necessary to at least answer his question, ’’Have I
been seeing fandom in the wrong way?” Here goes: yes.

'\^okZd&
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nave's interview with Steve was truly superb. I'm assuming it was conducted on
paper rather than transcribed, from a verbal exchange since both the questions and the
answers are too literate to he spontaneous but the result is really fine reading.
Unfortunately for me, there wasn’t much there to send me scurrying for the typewriter.
I was surprise* to read that fteve had once taught school (if T ever knew that I’d long
forgotten it) and equally surprised to read his apparently-serious suggestion that
writers write what they love not what the market wants so we'll "never see a sudden glut
of horror novels..." Either Stever was putting us all on or he hasn't checked the paper
back racks lately and observed the sudden glut of horror novels. I loo1; forward eagerly
to further interviews by Pave: the one with rTillis should be especially fascinating.
There will be more "Dialogs" (not 'interviews; what's with you people...?) from time to
time even if never again two in a single issue (it sez here). £ couple are in progress
and in fact there's this list of seven initial questions hanging above this very
typewriter. True, that sheet of paper has been there since December (and the results
of that one probably won’t appear here)... II I really can’t believe, Michael-my-son,
that you couldn't find anything that wasn't either "interesting" or "commentworthy" in
the Annish. I am crushed. U Sorry I won't make it up to help celebrate your birthday
this year (///// /// / //////
— but I do wish you well as you rapidly approach
the frontiers of Jack Bennyhood.
VAVAVA^AVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAV
...this was never intended to become the Midwestcon issue of
, but it's rapidly
becoming evident that that is what’s happening here. I sunpose it’s a logical develop
ment in that a substantial portion of the distribution process of this fanzine occurs
at conventions I attend...and Midwestcon will be the first one to fill that criteria
since ConFusion.
[The last time I had a gap that long between conventions was the
period from Octocon 14 ('77) to Marcon 13 ('73); in case you are curious, yes, I did
have to look that up...but once I did, it was only a flash later that I realized that
the same reason (apart from the perennial one of financial brinksmanship) was largely
responsible for both sabbaticals from the wonderful world of conventions. History way
or may not be cyclic...but there's rather little doubt about my own life. Ah, well.]
Digressions are not to be put aside, but rather negotiated, and so we find our
selves here, more than a week after the last portion of Mike's letter was stencilled
—and perhaps it's time for a Progress Deport:
This entry is dated 5/16/84.. .the season's last St. ^IsetDh&re will be on within
the hour...and I have to get up at 4:30...that's a.m. to trudge off to work.
And I have to clear this stencil in order to use the typer for Other Things.
A week after commencing this issue, we went back to the six-to-six work schedule.
The paychecks are nice, but don't seem to go any further than before.
(That may be
because the number of videotapes I own is rapidly approaching my I.O.—which is one of
the more useful applications I've encountered for the latter number.)
I stay up too
late; there are far too many people in too small a space at work—and I'm very much
people-claustrophobic. I'm totally burnt, totally wired (the coffee is free at work),
and I'm in the middle of a three-week stint of jury duty (merely a sideline). On top
of everything else, I've been put in charge of Projects Of My Own—and a number of
you out there know how well I cope with Responsibility. And in my copious free time
the allergies are having a field day this year: The most succinct, learned medicHl
diagnosis to date? "...you are totally allergic to Cincinnati.’’
So how was your day?
Don't mind me...that was just a little venting, a little space-filling. Actually,
for me (he adds the automatic qualifier), I doing rather well overall. Oith the
exception of two weekends, I've been on the wagon for over three months—something that
has little to do with Confusion-Saturday-night...or the upcoming anniversary of Spikedom: I'm still attempting to prove things to myself...and probably always will.
...and my father almost died last week. It has never been a ’close" relationship
...but it did provide a pause for thought. And now this pause is over...
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Jnel
I realize it has (once again) been three issues since I last responded to
Let's see, what excuse can I use? The one about law school taking up too
much time should be good for another 2h years.
I'll get to 36 later. I have a new excuse for not responding? OatNOJlZdb of ten
seems better when viewed in bunches.
Issues #34 and #35 serve as the perfect example of this. They were very different.
The firht was highlighted by the articles by Alex Steve, and George, not to mention
Dave's column and the very fine Foster cover. But while it was nothing shabby,
34 seemed to lack a certain something, I think that was the lack of a long, rambling
esoteric Bowers piece. And I, for one missdd it.
35 was the opposite. The two outside pieces, Tucker's elevator report
and Dave's coulmn, were brief. But there was a long, totally esoteric, Bowers piece
which was, along with the letters, the highlight of the issue. Issue #34 may have
spoiled me, though, as I was expecting more outside contributors.
What I seem to be suggesting is a lessening of the frequency of publication and an
increase in size. An issue combining the material published in #34 £ #35 would prove,
I feel, that the sum can be greater than the parts. After all, you already number the
pages consecutively. And while I would miss having as many dtcft'JOAZdi to read, it would
give me (and possibly others) more time to respond.
And since you plan on having another issue out for Contusion, I don't have much
time to waste in responding to 0u&)OkZd!> 36.
Having been on the opposite of the net from both Dave and Steve, at various times,
I was pleased, to see the conversation. And while the remblingness of the piece
illustrated the informality of the session, I would have enjoyed some tighter editing.
At certain points, Steve and (especially) Dave got a bit repititious, and it contained
a few roo many in jokes, especially the ones about the participant's alleged tennis
prowess. Being a fan of Steve's (infrequent) short fiction, I would have enjoyed more
about his writing. Still, it was a fun read, even though the secret of Steve's behind
the back shot at the first CFG picnic was not revealed.
I hope that the pessimistic tone of O(it!00k^.(i6 36 does not foreshadow the beginning
of the end. Since I'm beginning to feel like a hermit down here, 0atlbO^.d& remains one
of che few contacts I have with fandom. It would be a shame to loose that to a video
fixation...
111718k

0uXlW/Mt>.

I’d be the first to admit that certain single issues don't hang together as well as some
others. But as you see here, 'bigness’ does not indicate either more 'outside' pieces,
or 'long, esoteric Bowers pieces'—and obviously what it does to the "schedule” is all
out of proportion to what having stuck to a couple of 12-pagers would have done. The
occasional twinge to produce a Big & Fancy genzine still hovers, but the editorial whim
is still for smaller, more frequent communication. H From the beginning--no matter
how Big s Fancy certain issues appeared—the cumulative effect of issue-after-issue was
what was important to me. That's probably the only remaining constant from 1970...

Alexander ’laderitsch
I guess that this is the first real honest-to*-goodness letter that
you have received from me for more than two years, not counting short notes and brief
lines enclosing money. Nonetheless, thinks for including me in the CW35 IAHF, even
though I did not deserve the listing.
I expect that, by now, you will have received the $7.00 that I have sent you via
Buck Coulson. I hope you understand what moves me and do not disapprove too much: I
usually have little time for fanac and. correspondence, specially since I honestly prefer
to use the better part of” my spare time reading books and magazines (including fmz),
watching movies, and listening to music. Another reason is that, living in Brazil, and
surface-mail communications being as slow as they are, by the time I learn that another
issue has come out, it may be too late to do anything about it. So, if you are willing
to send me your publications for money and the occasional loc, I will continue to go on
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as I did before.
I still remember the pleasant hours that I spent after you had sent me all those CT?
back numbers (remember, all those years back?), and the sense of something missing when ;
you stopped publishing CT?. The issues of
assured me that you were alive and,
well... (sorry, that's a Sturgeon hook title joke'.) But, seriously, I was happy that
you were doing what you wanted, hut it still didn't quite satisfy me.
At first, I thought that the New CT? was another issue of
to which I had
become reconciled by then, since the characteristics of both were similar. Even now,
with CT? 35, I still can't quite bring myself to equate this publication with the
previous run of ^U^OZlZcU: its feel is different, to say nothing of its thickness and
variety—and frequency 1
Do not take the above as a reproach or complaint; it's a statement of fact, except
for the feeling part, which is my opinion (but, I think, shared by many).
The issue which came closest to the old CTT was, for me, #34: it had 24 pages in
cluding an illustrated cover, the micro-elite type was confined to the lettered, you
had illustrated column headings, etc.. But why the change in the page numbering? The
last page in CT? 33 was 2026, and CT? 34 started (presumably) with page 1227. Was the
reason for this explained somewhere, and I missed it, or will All Be Explained at seme
later date, perhaps a new
Index? Was the numbering cumulative with Xe.no£t£h.r
and then disacummulated, or did you count wrong? Eh?
What do you publish between issues of CT?? I noticed that they all are evennumbered publications; what are the odd ones? Don't try to confuse me by saying that
CT? itself is odd enough, because it isn't.
l|30|8U

...not only were you the only one out of the Vast a Perceptive OP Readership to notice
the Case of The Missing Thousand Pages—but you were also correct in assuming that it
would be cleared up in an OW Index (see OW37).
[Obviously I am becoming too predictable.]
The bottom line is that I simply screwed up. H I keep meaning to take some time and do
an analysis of the mailing list and determine the actual figures, but for an off-hand
guess I'd have to say that less than a quarter of the present mailing list were getting
the ’old' Ou^UWftZdA regularly, as it was being published. Timeepasses: mailing lists
change, and so do the fanzines they service. I do sympathize: when I find an author
(or director; or musician) who pleases me with their work, time after time, I tend to
get a bit upset when they experiment, and go off in a totally off-the-wall direction.
After all, I am just as hide-bound as any other science fiction fan. Sameness and
repititron of proven formulas have their lure; clarity of vision and consistency of
execution are not virtues I necessarily rebel against for rebellions sake. A lot of the
things I "do” make sense when I do them, but not
afterwards.A lot of the things I "do"
don't make sense even when I do them... As I see it, while there are many variations on
the thene, there are only two basic ways to do a
fanzine: a)you do it for others (for
a specific audience, on a specific theme,
£ %]&$$);or, b) you do it for your
self. I am constantly amazed that some people like what I do (and am occasionally
puzzled when some react more favorably to a given issue than even I do); I can still
be a bit hurt when someone I like, admire,
doesn't care for my brand of
fanzines, or, even more cruelly, could care less.
Life is full of decisions, and I
suspect that I made mine concerning what satisfied me in terms of my fanzines a long
time ago. SI But obviously all of the above is writ in stencil wax, and not stone: by
this time next year., it's possible you could have the 'old' OP back. Not likely, but...

Mom Hal Inn

OOO<><.O<><.

It seems long, overdue that I send you a loc rather than relying on green
backs to assure me of receiving dlLthWLMi. Your colophon gays one dollar per issue "or
Editorial Whim”.
It's not real clear what happens to people- who send you the money but
your whim may decide they don't deserve the CT?. Why take the chance, I say.
I have been reading the issues you've been seeding me. You've moved into quite a
different world than you were in when I was more active in fandom. Actually, we both
have moved into different worlds, haven't we? The major difference is that I've moved
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further away from fandom and you've moved much deeper into it. it makes many of the in
jokes and comments in your own writing fairly non-understandable to me. I wouldn't mind
a glossary and/or set of footnotes with your editorials, but since I assume that I am
one of the few people who are getting OH who don't have the foggiest notion just what in
hell you are talking abput please lon't change anything for me (though a little hand
written note explaining just what some of your in-allusions are all about would be real
helpful just kidding, only kidding, hey! put down that Faan Award!!).
Hmmm. When did I get into fandom? I guess, you might say 1970, when I went to my
first con and got my first fanzine—Loc.M, which wrote quite a bit about fans in those
days, and didn t publish a lot of photos with blue or red borders around them
That
makes me a thirteen year veteran if you don't include the years that I wrote almost no
Iocs, stopped going to cons, and spoke to almost no fans. Moshe Feder was great about
calling me up and inviting me to all sorts of fan doings that I never was able to go to.
But even he finally realized that I was Too Far Gone for hope. At least I haven’t sold,
my old fanzines yet. So long as I continue to like reading fanzines, I can't imagine
ever selling them. So there!
I liked Alex Krislov's piece. In fact, I might, even like Alex Krislov. For me,
these two things are not unrelated. He seems funny in print. Hey, maybe when I grow
up, I can be Alex Krislov too. God! I hope he's not tall and ugly! But he does sound
interesting; more interesting than Harry Hagglehound, anyway, of whom I could have had
about one page less and still been very comfortable. But whatever Alex was in print, I
liked him just fine.
I sure do hope he finds himself.
, .Yef/ ^aomi ••• that's all he does.”
rThis has been Esoteric Reference For You To
Explain #l.j
Cons were always non-relaxing experiences for me, much as they seem to be for Mike
Glicksohn, M.D., Phd, LLBean. I suppose it all is dependent on what your normal contact
with fans is like. If you spend very little time with fans other than at cons then
conning is running around a lot and. trying to see lots of people who you can engage in
various legal and illegal actions with. If you spend much of your time in your Real
Life running around and seeing fans and performing lots of legal and illegal acts with
them then maybe you'd want a chance to Just Hang Out. If you knew how.
The nice thing about talking with doctors (this is in re: Stephen leigh's C-section
story, in case you weren't following me) is that they are so good and concerned with the
welfare of the patient. The nice thing about the C-section, according to Denise's
doctor, is "you’ll know when it's going to happen. You won't have to call me away from
a gig/
How about trying this on for size? "Well, it would be damned inconvenient for
you to have the baby this weekend because there's this football game on the tube Satur
day and I promised to take my kid to the Mall on Sunday." SHRIEK!!!!! It is interesting
to contrast this with Bob Lichtman's discussion of birthing in PtatO ?00fl 1. I'm glad
everything worked out for them though. Babies are little miracles, to be sure.
Apa-writing, as Dave Locke suggests, can be quite interesting and well-done. But,
just as Dave believes in first-drafting everything and rejecting anything that is not
up to his standards, I would submit that a lot of apn writing (unless it's changed in
the last tive years or so when I dropped out of apas) is pretty much compose-onstencil stuff written under deadline pressure. This is not conducive to great writing.
Often, it's not even conducive to good writing.
Loved the Brad Foster art in this issue, in particular his humor as well as his
firm style (whatever that means). Let him proliferate about fandom.
[I'm probably
showing my horrible unfannishness by saying this—Foster artwork probably appears in
fifty of the top fanzines of the era.] As to his remarking on salary negotiations, I've
found, that people who like to think of themselves as good managers (which means they’ve
read the books on Japanese Management Systems as well as T’C tod minute tw-wssn) always
insist that I provide the first figure in slary negotiations. This made me quite
nervous on my present job. I had asked, for about $100 a week over what I figured we
would settle on. About 30 seconds after I made my offer, the production manager looked
at me and. said ’Sure!" all too enthusuastically. Made me wonder if I could've asked for
mord. I'm quite happy with what I got, it just makes me wonder, that's all.

..................................................... ...............................................................................
I only have tow questions for George R.R. Martin on his GoH speech.
ever get to Sans Souci? And, finally, just what the hell is Sans Souci?
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"people who send the money" get treated the same as anyone else; in fact their status is
probably somewhat more secure than most, since my whim is a very fickle thing indeed. H
You1re Probably Going To Be Sorry...But Since You Asked, Dept.: Naomi is a co-worker,
a sometimes-friend/sometimes-mere acquaintance, and a part-time fan. Let’s take this in
stages: 1) Why she is a co-worker. Three years ago, less than a month into my present
job (when I was still temping...before I sold out S down to go direct), I was called
into the office with the manager and two supervisors behind a closed door (always good
for total catatonia among the workers). They were bringing in additional help, tne
agency had submitted Naomi's resume...and mentioned that I had worked with her before.
And what did I think of her work? "Fine," I said, neglecting to mention that our total
simultaneous job experience consisted of a day & a half, in-house at the agency, during
which we probably exchanged a total of ten words.
2) Why she is a friend,
ZZZZZZZZZ ZZ Z®' ZZ4Z
' ZZ ZZZ ZZZZZ ZZZ/Z Z/ZZZZ 3) Why she is a mere acquaintance.
Much later that year, one of the lesser luminaries of the local fan group came up to me
at a party and mentioned that he knew/had become involved with a friend of mine. "Ah,". I
said, frenticly reviewing my list of friends to determine which one would have the
inexcusable bad taste to get involved with someone made famous in NERG 16 by Steve Leigh,
"...and who is that?" "Naomi", he said. I didn't blink, I didn’t pause, as I heard
myself saying to him: "She's no friend of mine...just a mere acquaintance."
(I never
jump to conclusions; especially not when I can leap to them.) Time went on And that
relationship ebbed and flowed and ebbed again.
"But I've read all your fan articles on
fannish relationships, and I’m just trying to follow your example," Naomi said to me.
"Wrong," I said.
"You're not hanging THIS rap on me...'." SI All of that is to explain
the "Yes, Naomi..portion of the Referexoti you wish' explained, Norm. The rest is a
bit more complicated. II One of the bones of contention in their relationship was t.iat
he was going to be a "writer" and therefore needed his space in which to write. But it
seems that when he had that space, he was always doing something (or someone) else
__
rather than writing. And during one of the ebbs in their relationship, one Saturday
afternoon after work, I drove Naomi to her first convention. Once there, I
introduced her to
a beginning, but selling, writer—the better to
enable me to lust after his wife.
(Hey! This was when I was still in my adolesence,
so give me a break!) Apparently fairly soon into their conversation, he mentioned to
Naomi that he was a writer.
"Ah", she said brightly, "...and is that ALL you do?" SI
Now let us return to issues past, and in particular to the last paragraph on page 1234
of OW34...and now you will see why I followed Alex Krislov's article with that cute
little jab you found so esoteric... SI I really don't see why everyone makes such a
big deal about the esoteric asides that I on rare occasion toss into mg writings. It's
not as if I’m not willing to explain them, when asked directly, you know. Well, maybe
not THAT onefbut then, that one isn't all that interesting, anyway. Trust me. SI 4) Why
Naomi is a part-time fan. Primarily because of the responsibilities of parenthood. But
I understand, primarily because she has promised to save her daughters for me. R.S.N.
Al

Xnrrij
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Finally, after all your whining and sniveling, after all of your snide remarks
at CFG meetings about former faneds who never loc fanzines, I’ve decided to shut you up
for a while. Here it is! Get ready!
A LOC.
Re:
Ian Covell’s reference to different laws in different parts of the country.
Not only different laws, Ian, but. even, in some instances, conflicting laws. For
instance, my wife, Lyn, was previously married to her first cousin. rnhis isn’t legal in
Ohio, so they went to Morth Carolina where the marriage laws are more liberal. Since
their marriage was legally performed in another state, however, it became legally
recognized in Ohio.
Confused, yet? Wait, there,s more. In the state of Massachusetts their marriage
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would not have been recognxzed. If the marriage could not be poTfoTino^ in Massachusetts
it would not be recognized, even though it was performed within the laws of another state.
What many people forget (including Americans) is that, for all practical purposes,
we are a collection of fifty individual countries. At least, that attitude was en
couraged. At one time, our federal laws amounted to little more than a complicated
series of treaties and trade agreements when you examined them closely. At one time,
individual states could print their own currency and, if memory serves, they had certain
preemptory powers over the postal system.
'Re: Brian Earl Brown's career comments. Why should Brian be surprised by lack of
direction? At thirty-four I find myself almost blissfully unaware of what might next be
rolling down the toll road of my life.
It gives one the opportunity of looking on each new day as a frightful adventure.
Some stray thoughts after reading Dave Locke & Steve Leigh:
*It's nice to see that someone is keeping tennis alive in the purest form, of its
true, martial arts tradition.
*I've heard numerous references to the differences between Steve Leigh and SLeigh—
mostly from Denise—but I've never witnessed them personally. I understand, however,
that certain tapes still exist. I'd love to hear those.
It s a funny thing. I don't really know what I'm like on stage, whether my
personality is significantly different on stage than off. Well, hell, Dave, Steve,
Bowers, you've seen me before. You tell me.
Re: Porn. As with anyone who writes porn, I don't give a flying rat's ass about
the integrity of the material I sell them. As Dave said, it brings in a bit of badly
needee scratch. There is no integrity to porn. It is, if anything, an even stricter
formula than the romances.
What does the editor want? The same as every other editor ... SALES.! Ergo, it
is.a simple matter of balancing equations. If humping the housecat is out of vogue, you
simply pull Tabby out of factor 1 of the equation and replace her (with Farkle the Dog
...or Aunt Margie...or Uncle Ray...or a '57 Nash), Factor 2 of the equation (SALES'.)
will balance itself.
Stray Comments:
Interesting, Dave, your comment on the influence of declining literacy (he said,
failing miserably to construct a complete sentence, yet having the nerve to end the mess
with a period). The lack of emphasis on education must, by its very nature, affect
changes in attitudes, priorities, quality of produced goods, art, music, literature, and
nearly any other aspect of human experience I can imagine. Literature would have to be
one of the fields suffering' the most drastic effects.
In a recent syndicated column, Sydney Harris lamented that poetry, once thought of
as the epitome of fine literature, suffers today from a nearly total lack of interest.
Ue also questioned the health of any society in which poets are unable to support them
selves on the value of their work, without the necessity of plugging away at the after
noon tea circuit for readings and moist palm pressings. Meanwhile, the romance writer
casts about for personal accountants and tax shelters.
The average (?) "new" writer for Silhouette Books (according to one of their sales
managers with inborn I spoke) can expect anywhere from fifteen to thirty thousand per
year...per title...after calculating advances plus royalties. Considering the fact that
Silhouette was (and, very likely, still is) publishing six separate lines with four new
titles in each line per month, one can see where a lot of the publishing money is going.
And if the budgets are expended there, you can bet your last buttock that they represent
pnly a small percentage of what's coming in.
Romances aren’t the only example. Any "trash" will sell. It's the well-w itten
work that usually goes begging. My porn is a prime example.
Those maniacs want two books per month from me...to start. Christ!
In no time at
all I'd be found curled in a corner pulling out my eyelashes and mumbling, "Whips and
midgets, whips & midgets." Yet I have no doubt that the garbage would sell.
This has been another message from the Chapel of the Holy Diatribe. Please stay
tuned for early news and the farm report.
2 13184
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...well, of all those I know well enough to venture an opinion (and this includes con
vention speakers, et al, as well as musicians) on—I’d sag, Al, that gour "on stage"
persona is the least different from gour off stage personality.
// pW
MW
$#&/ /]///
//th
Mt/// But then, evergone knows that
I can hold a perfect note (when I find one), but that I'm not really the suave, sophis
ticated expert on music...that I am on convention speechifying, so perhaps you shouldn't
take my opinion too seriously...

Ceslie

DaviS

I have never been to Gettysburg, but I have been to Antietam. My dad is a
real Civil War buff and dragged us off to Antietam when I was a kid. He's since dragged
my mother off to Gettysburg with him several times and once thought of becoming a tour
guide there, which, fortunately, my mother was able to talk him out of.
I really enjoyed "Dialog With Two Fans". I've never met Dave Locke, but I have met
Steve Leigh and it was nice to find out more about him as a person. I'd flirt with
Steve anytime.
Things have been a bit bizarre at work recently, I expect it will remain for the
little over 8 months I have left in country. While I still like Korea I loathe my job
and marked my 3rd month anniversary by being put on medication for anxiety. Can you
believe anxiety attacks at my age? It has crystallized my resolve to leave the Army
eventually, say in another year or two and look for employment on the outside. Who
knows, maybe I'll go back to school, study animal husbandry and move to New Zealand. I
went on a sightseeing trip last weekend to Kyongju, a city about an hour and a half away,
which was the Capitol of the Silla dynasty. We toured several tombs (the area is noted
for its burial mounds) as well as the museum, where the artifacts were incredible. They
date back to 300BC to 5th and 6th century AD and included pottery, jewelry, weapons,
tiles, sculpture and building materials as well as art. It was inspiring to see the
birch bark print of the Heavenly Horse, which is one of the most famous pieces of art
found here. We also toured a temple, which had many beautiful rooms with statues of
Buddha. Since we are getting ready for a major exercise I won't get to do much travelling
for a while, but I am planning to take one day trips to the sights in the immediate
area.
2 I *+I 8*+
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Terry Carr mentions the publishing of George R.R. Martin’s speech,
and lauds your efforts to do so. I add my praise to his. I too know that most authors
do work hard on their GoH speeches (unless they're like Asimov who does all of his "offthe-cuff") , and they should be spread around among those who would be interested, and
even might have listened had they been at the con (or maybe they were at the con but
otherwise occupied ((or didn't care but later realized, exactly WHO the GoH really was))).
I have done this myself in the past, and hope to do it again in the future in my fanzine.
It's just a matter of making it to one of the GoH speeches at a future convention.
I also enjoyed the other features—your esoteric ramblings, and Tucker's Mutterings
about the Baltimore Worldcon, and the always interesting Dave Locke (on whom I have no
loc, except that I agree that WOOF was a good idea not able to be effected properly, and
therefore a bad idea). Well, maybe I do have more to say—the present editor of WOOF
claims that it is for apahackers—well, that editor should then change the name to
WOoAF, World Order of Apa Fen, or somesuch. In any case, apahackers and faneds are NOT
synonymous terms.
21 1 j 8*+

I understand, George, that this being "at the con but otherwise occupied" is primarily a
Midwestern abberation, and not noticable at costal cons...except when former Midwestern
type fans are present.
Probably just a vile rumour.
In any event, that wraps up the preliminaries; I also heard from, concerning OW 34/35/36,
PATTY PETERS, TERESA MINAMBRES, NEAL WILGUS, CAROLYN DOYLE, and. LEE PELTON. Thanks all!
And now, after a brief Intermission...we’ll get on to the "real" lettercolumn...

Beard

Mutterings

a column by
BOB

TUCKER

Be of stout heart and good cheer, Dave Locke, some of us still read science fiction and
even discuss it in fanzines like this one. We are a vanishing breed, of course. If you
too wish to vanish with us I'll loan you my copy of AmazZng Stotlu, November 1983,
which appears to be a Canadian copy. Maybe all the Stateside fans have moved across the
border. This copy provides no Stateside price but it does state '$1.95 Can' and 'UKi
75p'. You will please not make puns on the United Kingdom price or offer to buy it from
me in coin of that realm. I haven't yet recovered from your dissertation on dorsal
boils.
M.E. McMullen has an entertaining short story in this issue entitled Gandy Plays
the Palace and I thought it a dandy piece of lighthearted fiction except for one bit of
stage lore. The hero, Harry Gandy, did his opening turn on stage and then "... walked
upstage and took a big, exaggerated bow
Neither Harry nor his author seemed to
realize that he walked away from the audience and bowed to the back wall. The foot
lights are downstage and the audience is supposed to be on the other side of those foot
lights . In the absence of props or other furniture there is nothing upstage except per
haps a backdrop, or draperies, or the rear wall of the theater. It's always possible
that if one does bow to the wall he will get a bigger laugh than if he had walked down
stage and bowed to the audience, but I don't think Harry Gandy intended that.
But this isn't the first time that someone who should know has exhibited their
ignorance about the theater in which they were working. I once met a. playwright who
didn't know the difference between stage right, and stage left. No, I didn't have the
heart to tell him. He was making far more money than I was, and should have been smarter
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because he was a college man. I also met an amateur stage crew in a large theater who
didn't know the same difference, but this time I did set them right. I had brought a
show into their theater and it would be my neck, not theirs, if scenery and props were
mixed between stage left and right. But that was all right, none of us were college
men and women. There is a sharp difference. The playwright and the amateur crew made
the mental mistake of sitting in the audience and looking at the stage, thinking that
their left was also stage left. It isn't. Stage left is always the actor's left, when
he is standing in the center staring at the audience. If you aspire to be a correct
playwright, or a correct science fiction writer, make all stage directions operate from
the actor's viewpoint and let him walk downstage to the footlights to take his bows.
(Next month, if there is a thundering demand, we will discuss flys and trucks on
stage. I don't really expect a thundering demand. But that's all right, flys aren't
really flys and trucks are not those lumbering behemoths one dodges in the street.)
Now, one more merry anecdote of a college man loose in a theater and we'll get on
to better things, even maybe science fictional things. College men belong in business
and in government where their blunders can cause bankruptcies and worldwide depressions,
events easily seen by everyone. They don't belong in theaters where their blunders are
shifted off onto the hired help or onto students learning the trade.
This particular college man was a Theater Major who had graduated from some back
water university in South Dakota, and found his first job as a stage manager in a back
water Illinois university where I sometimes worked as an electrician. He also taught
classes in theater arts on that same stage and passed along his ignorances to his
students. The theater was brand spanking new and all the equipment was as good as
university money would allow; it was a joy to work with and work on, when that stage
manager would leave us alone. We took our first, full good measure of him just before
the theater opened, and when we were still installing the final touches to the whole.
It was all downhill from there.
Another electrician and myself were putting the final wiring into the service box,
a large monster of a box on the backwall where the power came in from the pole and
entered the theater. It was three-phase service, which meant there were five copper
bussbars: three hot bars with a 400 amp fuse on each bar, another neutral bar across the
bottom, and finally a fifth bar which served as a zero-ground. Some Boradway shows and
nearly every rock concert used them all, and a few rock shows approached the full
capacity of 400 amps.
(We also had to teach some traveling rock electricians the value
of that zero-ground. They were a rowdy bunch but they learned quickly. A properly
connected zero-ground eliminates that annoying hum from guitars and loudspeakers.)
The stage manager, a Theater Major, watched us finish work on the service box and
fit the three 400 amp fuses into place.
"My, my," said the boy wonder, "we will never
need twelve hundred amps around here." The electrician and I put away our tools and
went home (or maybe down to the bar) trying not to gape or laugh aloud. I don't think
I bit my tongue but I managed to contain my laughter until I was outside. Pity the
young students who were learning stagecraft from that man.
They may be teaching still
other students today.

NOT ONLY DO SOME OF US still read science fiction, we read science ifagazines and books
as well. I heartily recommend science magazines and books to you; they broaden one's
mental horizons whether or not one has downward slanting eyes. I found the following
statement in the March-April 1984 issue of
^/tC-hcL^O-ZogLf Re.vi.eu). The author of
the statement, Robert A. Wild, was reporting on his examination of The Shroud of Turin
and his examination of the evidence supporting the authenticity of the shroud. He
thinks it is a fake. He thinks it was concocted either by a master forger, or by an
innocent but inspired religious painter shortly before the year 1357. The shroud can
be traced backward for only 600-plus years, to a day when it was first exhibited in the
village of Lirey in northeastern France.
The author seemed to be leaning toward the theory that the shroud was ccncocted by
a devout artist when he made this statement: "The apparent absence of any navel could
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even be an effort to remind the viewer of the teaching of the virginal birth of Jesus."
I stopped and reread that sentence another two or three times.
Who, I wondered, was confused? That pious artist, the master forger, the author of
the article, or me? Virginal conception or not, parthenogenesis or not, was the baby
formed, fed, and birthed all without an umbilical cord?
Later on the author states:
"While obviously I cannot prove it, my impression is
that an artist (or forger) scorched a linen cloth with a properly heated statue or, more
likely, a pair of bas-reliefs, using whole blood to create appropriate stains. Such a
technique would explain the lack of paintbrush marks, the unusual 'photographic' negative
and the image's three-dimensionality."
But, I'm moved to ask impertinently, why go to all that bother? Why manufacture,
borrow, or steal statues and bas-reliefs from the village square just to produce an image
of a dead man? Why heat them and risk burned fingers to cast an image? There certainly
were enough corpses in the fourteenth century available to an artist or a sneaky forger,
and a fresh corpse would provide the blood needed to make stains in all the appropriate
places. Wrap a corpse in a linen cloth and scorch it/him. The corpse isn't likely to
complain and one can always air out the studio afterward. Why do these investigative
suthorities much about with hot statues when a corpse offers a more direct and likely
body of evidence.
(No pun there, Dave Locke.)
As the author points out elsewhere, the
face seen in/on the shroud is a common face often seen in works by medieval artists.
They tended to copy one another, those medieval artists, because none of them were eye
witnesses to the event and so they adopted the face that was popular in their own age.
For that matter, I'll point out that the face on the shroud also resembles some faces of '
the 1960s hippy crowd. Long hair, heavy mustaches, and unkempt beards have been around'
since Jericho was settled about ten thousand years ago. Maybe earlier.

SCIENCE FICTION WORLD CONVENTIONS (and to a growing extent, now some regional conventions)
are not the only gatherings plagued by poor planning, miscalculations, and multiple
scheduling conflicts. The biblical archaeologists are complaining of some of the same
problems we encountered at Baltimore last September. They held their 1983 meeting in
Dallas in December, and encountered conflicts that were described as "maddening".
Dave Kyle, our 1983 fan guest of honor, could surely sympathize with the harried
archaeologists.
In Dallas:
"The opening morning of the meetings—when everyone was the freshest—
did not include a single session of broad interest." But later in their convention the
archaeologists trotted back and forth between two large halls where two equally interest
ing and equally important sessions were running opposite one another. Many of the dele
gates wanted to hear both sessions and so they did the only thing open to them: they set
aside good manners and scurried from hall to hall, catching snippets of both programs,
but creating something of a nuisance of themselves. The scurrying back and forth annoyed
others no end, those who stayed in their seats and attended only one program, but the
convention planners found no way to alleviate the problem and so the rat race continued
for three hours.
The Dallas planners also encountered the same difficulties as our convention planners
in anticipating the size of the audience for a given event. Their con reporter said
that sometimes only 15 people would be found in a hall with a seating capacity of 300,
but at another time a session was so packed that "...distinguished scholars from around
the world had to sit cross-legged on the floor..." to listen to a star attraction. The
crowning blow came when the crowd attempting to see and hear another speaker was so large
that it blocked the doors and trailed out into the hall. Their con reporter also bitched
about the planners' habit of scheduling business meetings opposite regular programming.
The only familiar items missing from this archaeological con report were complaints of
multiple hotels, shuttle busses, and cantankerous elevators.
I attended two regional conventions last year which made the same incomprehensible
mistake in programming, but yet the committee people were old hands at the convention
game and certainly knew better. At those conventions, the guest of honor speeches were
scheduled and given at either six o'clock, or six-thirty on Friday evening. At the same
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time, long lines of incoming fans were standing in the hotel lobbies waiting to check in
at the desk and get their room keys.
The committees wondered aloud why so few people were in the hall, to hear the
speeches.

—Bob TuebeA
March 12, 1984

nnocinnnnrjannanannDnnnnnnnannnnaannnannnciannn
...what an awkward widowl In the Old Days, I'd have gone back and retyped the last
couple of stencils to even it cut.
(In the Even Older Days, I would have completely
typed out Bob’s column in advance... to ‘justify’ it, and to make sure something like
this didn't happen.)
But this is the 1980s, and the above is an example of what 2+ decades of fanpubbing
will do to a former perfectionest. Let that be a lesson to all of you contempulating
your Very First Fanzine at this very moment...
...and Bob, I thought Dave’s dissertation on dorsal boils perhaps his best piece
of writing yet. And apparently I wasn't alone, as it's been selected for inclusion in
FANTHOLOGY 83...

And now, it seems to be time to get on to the comments on Ou,tWOA£dt> 37... We'll start
the proceedings off with an outtake from a letter to Dave Locke (furnished with a gleam
in his eye by that selfsame troublemaker):

I think Resnick, is completely off base on the subject of literature. Based on his
analysis of why he thinks Malzberg is the greatest literary artist in the SF field, it
seems to me that he's equating literary artistry with writing faan fiction for writers.

—David imian,- 4/7
Don’t worry, Mike — things get better.

Dic^
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For awhile.
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I was delighted with the Dave Locke interview with Walt Willis—this may
well be the first time I've enjoyed the interview format in a fanzine (and we live in a
time when there seem to be almost as many 'interviews' as there used to be book reviews)
but it probably has as much to do with the subject than it does with Dave's very evident
skill in handling the form. More than occasionally I have reason to be reminded of
Dave's comment on Wrhn 28 (quoted in Wrhn 29) which put into words better than anyone
what I saw in Walt’s work and my experience of him as a fan. Locke was probably the
perfect person to write this kind of a piece and it's one which would have fit in well
in Wrhn 28—I needed a sort of coda to wrap things up and bring the reader up to the
present in Walt's life after the chronology of what (as Dave points out) "is the story
of one fan's odyssey through fandom". Of course I got my coda in Tom Perry's article
which I thought a marvelous piece of writing which through being intensely personal was
wonderfully moving. But, then, this kind of interview probably couldn't have happened
in 1977 (by then Wrhn 28 was completely set in content) because (1) I doubt Walt would
have felt able to assume this reflective frame of mind and (2) I certainly wouldn't have
had the inspiration to come up with so gracefully handled a concept. And I suppose
"grace” is the mot juste here as we wend, our way through Walt's gentle and unassuming
prose—so unlike the strident (and aggressive) tone which dominates so much fan writing
(my own included, of course).
2 | 8|84
A lovely job.

Literally you're right that Wm. A.P. White did not predict you in 1943.
It was the previous year. I refer you to mcTKT To tor jcsrgue (as by H.H. Holmes, 1942),
Ch. 6 ("The Last Day"), Sec. 3, in which Lieutenant Marshall of the L.A. police calls
upon Arthur Waring (your pseudonym - predictions can't get every detail):
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The boy led the way to a small room. Marshall gasped as he entered. The
entire wall was pictures. The same sort of pictures that he had seen in the
Nitrosycretic Lab3 originals of illustrations for s-f magazines3 but hundreds3
seemingly thousands of them.
"
Waring heard, the gasp.
‘Aren’t they swell? That’s a Rogers cover over there3
and I ve got a half-dozen Boks and three Finlays. And. look over here: That’s an
original Cartier3 and did that take some getting!

+ + t
Marshall looked about the room. No books here. Just an infinite number of
pulp magazines3 all carefully arranged by title and date3 apparently almost complete
files of a half-dozen different publications3 and assorted samples of others.

+ + t
’‘I'm going to do an article for one of the fan-mags debunking the classics.
W!io cares .about ■. . . Poe or Verne? They’re old. stuff3 and I’m going to show them
up.”
"Have you read, them?” Marshall a.sked with auiet amusement.
Well--no. Not much anyway. But all these people that rave about the classics3

.

which maybe they were all right when they were young3 but have they read what’s
being published now? You bet your life they haven’t.”

t + t
He [another character in the novel] talked a lot and he used to write pieces
for the fanzines—he wrote one for mine once—”
’’You’re a publisher?”
’Sure. Here.” Waring crossed to a pile of mimeographed sheets and picked up
a stapled magazine with a lithographed cover. It was called Fandcmontam. ’’Take it. ”

Confess the truth, Bill, Isn't that close enough to be a prediction? (I suppose you
have paperbacks these days, instead of pulp magazines; but otherwise . . .)
2|9|84
...well, since I was July-horn, it is more than likely that I was—in one manner or .
another at least conceived (of) in 1942. Now then, Joe, if you can demonstrate' that
the novel was published in October of 1942, I might be impressed. Otherwise I’m
afraid that I 11 have to continue to think of myself as an Original...

Received r.(itiNOAl.di 31 what an issue! I always loved the Ace Double idea, ’
but this goes one better: both sides are good! You were also right that the contents
were a treat; finally, finally, to hear 'directly' from Walt Willis, a fan author whose
Enchanted Duplicator I wanted to get, first because it was co-written by Shaw, second
because it was funny, out never did. Walt Willis who seems to have lived a fairly
decent and ordinary life, only once achieving the status of Ghod but nr king it a life
time tenure. I u is a long and of course, you know—funny and interesting long term view
of fandom, and I thank Willis, Locke and yourself for getting it into print. I only hope
enough Willis-fans find out about it and obtain copies. I also love the idea of an
earlier-type Van Vogt novel re-edited by Sturgeon, now there is a collaboration! (I did
wonder, on hearing it, how his 3rd NULL A book would match his first two.) I also loved
one of those typoes that reads better than reality: —
Page 1287 - "Locke: .. what are your reactions (to acclaim)...?
Walt:
.. I great praise..."
It was at this page too that another moment of time-binding took me back. 1926, and
a young boy, barely into his teens, stares at this new type of. magazine. In a few years
he will be submitting his own stories, then finding others in his area with like minds,
and he’ll join a fan club, rather like one for film stars, except the fans think... and
he 11 go on... And then it'll be today, 58 years later, and the young man will be an old
man with grandchildren and a treasured collection of sf and fanzines, and memories...
SFahdom now covers several lifetimes. If the ink has faded, the paper disintegrated,
in those early magazines, the heart hasn't.
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I agree about not damning any fanzine outright because its editor obviously put some
creative effort into it; I might criticise format or content but I wouldn't dismiss any*
thing in one savage paragraph as I've seen done in the mini-reviews of certain bigger
semi-pro-zines. There's definitely one fanzine whose content I totally disagree with but
I'd. rather argue than damn outright.
(It's the sane subject as Avedon Carol's long reply
to me...)
have Locke's own interpolated life story, and his thoughts on writing and fans make
sense, but I think his remark on page 1220 about vohert w. *?iiliams seems a mite unaware
of Pfw’s letter (in SPR, I'm sure) **iere he wrs desolate to look back, on so much poor
writing, and. wish he had been edited or pointe-1 in a different lirection. Tf he'd read
that, I doubt Locke's remark would have been quite so offhand, nor his quote of Tulan.
There are moments when the pain and disanpointment o" another human being reaches and
hurts you; PIT? did it to me.
The letters, spaced through your mag, are mostly .lengthy and involved arguments or
comments. I will probably comment at just as much length, but hope I don't, that I can
encapsulate my reaction in a few words. Ty reaction to Avedon Carol can be said in very
few words.
Tut the others first:— I wonder how you. reacted to Roger r,e'1dall's Iocs. Tiers
have been several fanzines where I found the content totally inapplicable an*1 almost in
comprehensible, but I've found with
that it's the thoughts an! memories beyond
the content that are as vivid as what's written about, nt times, indeed, my problem is
the opposite of Tef 'all’s, the thoughts conjured act on so personal a level that I can't
talk about them, and what I reply is not everything I'm thinking. That is when I feel
worst about loccing a 'zine; I want to capitalise whole sentences of reminiscence about
similar doings, hut daren't.
I'm happy for Edd Vick, hut—at least re my country—he's not typical. One firm
in my area advertised 60 jobs. It got 1200 applications. I have a job now, too, but
it's strictly part-time, will end soon, an! has no prospects anyway. Alas, it too is in
a bookshop and I wish it could, be prolonged. I finally met the sf fans in this area who
always got to the second-hand shops'and cleared them out before I arrived, strangely,
none of them, are involved in fandom, they just love sf... I've even met a little oldish
lady who has.been reading sf for forty years, and loved the ”ig Three, and hated what
the 1050s did to sf... I have precisely the same ambitions, as Roger Waddington as, I'd
guess, does eveyone else except those so entrenched in the work ethic they can't see
living as including work rather than work including life. Of course, in thirty years
time, pensionless, alone, and probably penniless, I’ll curse the younger me...
I wasn't sure anyone could review yr my tt CP Lim let alone write a column on
it. It seems the American edition differs radically to the British, and maybe that's
where all the confusion arose? A UK text plus US typesetting?
(Ty the way—a snippet
of info gleaned courtesty of the newest, biggest, issue of 7
FantOAif
—’taxim Jalubowski is the pseudonymous 5charlotte Stone author of an extremely sexy
^exnlicity so? novel from DATT, ry-m: of ,'TLTAr3U£:TJ.)
Like Dave Tocke (1297) I find words interesting in themselves. I’d like to recall
the words he uses, but I know I won't—-and that in future years, writing stories as I
write them now, I'll cudgel my brians for a single euphonious (hah!) word to describe an
event and find I eventually have to use three. Obviously enough., the word agnosy is
derived from the same base as agnostic, a-gnostic, gnostikos being the Greek for know*
ledge...no, the Greek for knowing. I just realised that the "ictionary definition of
this word says it means "one who believes only in facts'1 (ie, not God) but that originally
it meant just the opposite! I was going, to mention that I ’-as fascinate'1 by words that
have reversed meaning down the centuries (like ’sophisticated') but it seems I've found
a new one. I purposely waited to re-buy a dictionary until I coni1 get one that gave
you the derivation, and I keep running across intriguing manipulation of words. The
only Delany hook I really liked,
57, hinted at the power of words, as I grow older,
I find propaganda has been in operation for centuries - rThy should someone who believes
only in facts be called ignorant? it's like the word atheist; someone sets up this
thing called 'theism', the nonsensical belief in go's outside Tarth, -then people are
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judged relative to that belief, so that I .'become' an a-theist because I’m no fool.
Labels really do divide people, don’t they?
Reading Brad (hi!) Foster's puzzlement about 'years’ reminds me of my brother's re
mark. He said, in January 1984, it had been two years since he'd received a certain
gift. My sister looked at him, "But that was Christmas 1982". "’Zup," he replied,
"two years..."
Although I have like'' certain trilogies, tetralogies, quintologies (?) , sexologies
(yes indeed!) , I agree with Harry Harner that most of them are padfe1 single novels.
”h.ich is a pity because I recoken most of them would be excellent and acclaimed if they
were only one novel. That they wouldn't he, of course, is bestsellers, or even good
sellers. People want more of what they like. "'hey rarely care who writes it (and can
never remember titles) but start an obvious series, and I don't know any case where the
sales haven't built book by book. Maybe there's a case that just as many authors’ work
is extremely similar book to book, there is honesty in continuing the same set of
characters through many volumes rather than changing names and locations even when
virtually everything else is the same?
Pace the postcard on 1302, was it reported in the ng newspapers that UH government
scientists have had to admit they used animals in weapons research? Like, for example,
strapping pigs into tanks and aeroplanes (?) and then blastinn them with bullets and
explosives to test the effect of such ammunition on roughly comparable human skin and
flesh and bone? I'd have thought we knew enough ways to damage or maim or kill each other.
Avedon Carol: what can I say? ’Thy should I say? "’rue, I haven't met any feminists
at all. I thought I'd read then, in priedan and Geer, ’’ut I've been toll (Joy ’'ih^ert)
that these, and many others*promoted as 'feminists’ by the media, aren’t feminists at
all, so I sunnose this argument is going to get convoluted... If the definition of
feminism is what the speaker thinks it means, I’m a feminist... I just disagree with
99% of what's called, written, promote’, disseminate’ as feminist thought. Again and
again while reading her letter, I keep seeing the argument that wotien shouldn't be con
fine ’..to the kitchen/bedroom/home. My point is that I’ve never thoucr^t they shout’, of
the four jobs I've had, one involved me with all-women colleagues, ah’ in another every’xx1y from colleagues to the boss were women. I ’i’n’t care, "hey knew their jobs, I
knew nine. ’’e got along. If the subjects they taiko’ about wasn’t always applicable or
comprehensible to me (clothing; etc.) I didn't care either. T?e fow.’ common interests
like literature and films, and even fantasy fiction, '"hat has always bothered me is
that all-inclusive 'TFT', again, and again Carol uses it. "he doesn't seem to see that
sentences like "...why men automatically thought they were being accused..are sexist;
the word to insert is ’some’ as in 'some me...thought...'. I grant the chauvinism of
some men, even of many men, hut I don’t grant it of all men. Joy Hibbert thinks I'm a
hypocrite who pays only lip service to equality, but she’s wrong, 'fiat I am is an
egaliterian. I think that those with the ability to do so should be allowed access to
the areas at which they are competent.
The point at which I finally laughed alon’ was this:
...she an’ I both know that
neither of us will live to see the day that a woman can meet a man an'11 say that she
likes to write or do music or ppint or all of the above, and assume that he would never
think of these as merely nice little hobbies she can do when she’s finished the cooking
and cleaning". Meet me, sunshine! I didn’t won'er, when receiving a fanzine from a
woman that this must have been produced, in the evening because her life revolve! around
the home;
I don't assume anything about anyone. I ndnire people -Tho create things, I
think the best sf novel (among about 12 of equal worth) is w’r’ rjicm'WMSJSD aftf I really
didn't see LeGuin as anything other than a writer. I thin it’s safe to assume that if
someone says they like to write or paint or lo music then it's not a professional stance,
ran or woman, but that's
in which case it can be taken to seen a hobby, w-iothor sni

But this is all apology an! no doubt Avedon has bear similar protestations be.'.ore.
It’s never the one you’re speaking to who's part of the oppression you feel. The sad
thine is when you assume a potentiality for oppression and judge representatives against
it. Sg, Joy Hibbert told me I oppressed women; I replied I didn’t oppress anyone, and
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never intended to; ah,

she replied, you do possess the power to oppress, you just haven't
used it...yet. How can you argue with the inarguable?
If I must talk about Joanna Russ, and I’d rather I didn't, I read every single book
up to 1?® TTO of unu-’. Svery single book annoyed me, but I listened. Gods above, did I
listen 1 I mean, Joanna Russ was GR’s loudest feminist voice wasn't she? what she had
to say about the relationship.’between the sexes must he of importance mustn’t it? well,
in sbprt, no. Rhe’s just a fairly clever writer. Hothi ng she ever said related to any
thing I’d seen between the people I khCw, sho was strident, but most of all, she was un
just. According to your words, as seemed obvious at the time, this unjustice was meant,
it was a warning, it was an exaggerated, picture in which all things could be. read, t
have the same reaction to all such polemics: ny hack, goes up, my interest goes down, and
my annoyance level creeps up a notch. If what Russ said wasn't true now.. then it
shouldn't have been heeded as it was--if what sho wrote was designed to b? unreal, m~
flamnatory, then it succeeded. Radiy, getting angry at lies doesn't teach you anything.
I don't agree with George Gilder; J read Ardrey to mgan that everyone had a terr
itorial imperative (the question of sex doesn't count, I thought) hut I haven't rea/
Tiger. It seems that, just as I have been 'wrong' for reading them more strident
feminists as symptomatic of the movement, so she reads about -’ells Angels and Gilder
and judges all men relative to that.
I told Joy Uihbert months ago a thing I knew would get people mad, and I'm tolling
Avedon Carol nows a complete human is a partnership of a man and a woman. I don't decry
living alone, I don't demand that everyone join a couple, I simply believe that our race
is two-sexed, and a mixture of the sexes is a racial type. ’Whatever else I may say,
that's the base. Disagree, and no argument will wrt...
The Hike Resnick interview told me a little aWhin. Though obviously well-known
in the US I only knew him by two EK3~pastiches of the late 60s. Although I found and
read a couple of singles like (Sam 1 was to learn that my meagre list didn't include
the literally hundreds of stories and novels he had written under many pseuoonyms. I ve
never been able to get more details. Same applies on Westlake and Offutt. T agree with
him totally about Asimov—a writer, like Kuttner, I was for years convinced I irked
until I realised I wasn't rereading any at all—especially that the 'lightweight' rros
ojf TSTTmiTY is his best book; every review of Asimov has called this among his worst or
most negligible, and it puzzled me for years until I decided that what disqualified it
from serious notice was that it's a straight love story with a plot to justify it.
It must be the first interview where the interviewer reads a book while the

interviewee answers.
As someone who gave up reading Malzherg within, two dr three y^ars of ■rinding' him,
I find my memories of the books meagre and probably inaccurate, but reading the
occasional argument about Him, I had an idea, "bat RR readers dislike, and probanly
mainstream readers if it's blatant enough, is cynicism when it's obvious an.author is
making a point not against the- genre but against the reader. T. don’t find, it oud ubat
many men have replaced works based on ’Hen are shit' themes on.their shelves and not
seen the 'nroper' intent of the work.; so in the case of Ralzbcrg, an-. . I submit Raxxard.
as well, his constant reiteration that the inaccuracies, preciscities, faults, and so on
of the work, are intended to exist because the fantasy/RF genre itself is inaccurate,
precious, or faulty, turns the reader's willingness to read away
the hook. A novel
which says ’You read trash, here's some more' is not designer. to smear itself to anyone
Your cycns will find you out. Malsberg turns/ out a seom--r.g'y en:less stream of .<.aA.scsf taking the mickey out of its readers—I think you can cn.’.y
so much ..lak before
deciding it’s better to trv someone who writes what hso believes (if only while hso's
writing it). Adi fiction is false, why should cynicism be ar. improvement? Readers
(pace Dorothea Brands) may encounter philosophy only in fiction but why should they
endure disdain to read it?
I’m not'sure what, this section has to do with Resnick’s own writing, ’’ut I guess
if he admires Malzbcrg it's because he agrees with much of his work, and that nay say
in advance that I won't like Resnick's writing either...
I’m amazed at his inclusion of James v»hite; not sure why .but I am.
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All in all, the interpolation of everyday life into this dialogue, and indeed the
in-depth dissection of other authors—possibly to example what night influence Aesnick
—was excellent. It’s a shame it’s not always possible to just have a relaxed chat
between author and interviewer like this.
The con reports, speeches, and asides, were also interesting, and this is where Tr.
T7ef"all's comment cones into play: I wasn’t there, so have no exterior cement, and
obviously nothing can be said to be contentious in it (much). It gives an inkling about
'’the pleasurable rememberence of times we never lived .
I rather think 3^ pages (2500 worns?) is more than even generous people can endure
and thus I shall end coment.
Though not the letter, ha. I want to thank you for your labour of love. O”37.
The soup de jour was indeed to ray taste.
As for me, I'm pleased to announce that after years of writing sf and fantasy stories
I finally sold one. It wasn’t sf or fantasy, but it sold. 'Then it got published—with
out consultation, as it happens—I found it bad -een chopper in half and e’ite an1
another name put on the contents page in lieu of my own, na’ the loss, it’s there, ana
I wonder if I'll ever be e.lici’ile for one of those awards for best new writer/
|
i

Pear Tan,
Received gour letter—-what a missive! 1 It’s probably the longest (and yes, it
was edited—slightly) single letter I’ve published since the Old Days, and that was a
letter by Piers Anthony/Ted Phite/Dean Kodntz/Harlan Ellison (nick one, two, or three...) .
And I have very little to say in reply—-except to tell you that Hike Resnick is HOSf
well-known in the US for having been a prime part of the movement that denied me my best
shot at a Hugo. But that was long ago, and far away for both of us...and fortunately I
have an excellent dose of short term memory loss...

-The fannish type." Tell, for me it means someone who Imows enough, about
varied subjects—-feminism, history, archaeology, spacewalks, science fiction, photo
graphy, biology, glassblowing, whatever—to carry on a conversation about any 30 or so,
though probably not enough to get a job in any of the fields. And someone who has a
sense of humor, preferably an offbeat one. I go on the ’broad mental horizons' theory
of fannishness. Sone of the fannish types" I've hiown had no potential whatever for
beconina fans, because they disliked the entire idea and ’*ere too stubborn to change
their minds—another fannish trait, now that I think of it.
Tram. A TAFF fund for boats? minfboggling. TAFF rails I've heard of, hut not
ehtire boats.
Tell, "self-actualization" may not come from nop psychology, r'ut it’s certainly
there now—-one hopes it’s a short stop on the roa-- to o livion, but one doubts it. Pagan
life as a euphemism for "egocentric" eh?
egocentric >egan li:o as a euphemism ..or
"selfish". The main trouble with psych—aside from the f?.ct that it’s an art masguera ing as a science—-is that one has to wade through increasingly fuzzy jargon to find the

meaning. If any.
I'm not sure Avedon Carol is correct in inclndinn Audrey among the people saying
that men are naturally violent. .In the .Ardrey books I re?/', be was saying that '.an as a
species is naturally violent, and. I agree with him. "e also says that the only way to
overcome this natural violence is repression, an" that letting xt alx hang out is toe
worst philosophy there is.
(Carol should agree that repression works? women have
repressed their violence for so long that men think they’re naturally non-violent and
that the ones who finish off their husbands with bob?-. >arrels-.o'c a shotgun are unfeminine.)
Carol nay have read more of drdrey than I have, of course, but if his later
books are examples of ”CT I'm sorry to hear i' '-ecauso his early ones were quite gool.
Tven if I didn't agree with quite everything in then.
For the rest of it, though, I fully agree with her.
(bind you, Juanita still does
most of our housework. It's not that I think it would be demeaning if I "id it; it's

that I'm lazy.)
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which would have been more
timely in March or April, but...
We surely live in wonderous times. First
MijthoL.ogi.ot) 15 arrives.
What you have to understand is that I
may, even at this late date, admire a fanzine
or the work of a particular faned, but there
are very few of either that I'm envious of.
Even though I don't ever recall having sent
a loc to it, MythoLogi.Ot> was one of the few
and I'm glad to see it back. Thanks, Doni
[$3.00; DON D'AMMASSA,’323 Dodge St., East
Providence, RI 02914.]
And then the mailbox produced the March
1984 issue of National. Geographic.. Always
impressive (moving the dead weight of a box
of the suckers is one of the Challenges of
Our Time), this one nevertheless freaked me
out and gave me a sense of wonder no other
inanimate object has provided in too many
years... The cover contains the first
hologram to be printed by a major magazine;
impressively so, also. If you don't get NG
/MM
Jfijt go immediately to your library,
or to a friend with more taste, and just
hope that their copy hasn't been ripped off.
[Let's see, now; the Annish is how many months
off? ...and if I carefully save my pennies?]
And this, in a scrawled note dated 3/3:
I must be famous again—
I received a call last night, after mid
night, from Andy Porter.
"I hear you've revived Ou/MOkldi ..."
Now this would have been 'news' a year
ago, but I replied, sleepily:
"...after a fashion...in my own inimit
able way..."
"Want to trade?"
"...with what?", I asked, not-so-innocently...having woken up.

.ChkonioLe."
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SIDE ONE

UNCLE ALBERT EXPLAINS

GENUINE CONFUSION FRI

NO FOOD IN THE JACUZZI

LESS THAN 20 MINUTES

Uncle Albert

NIGHT SPEECH
Bob Tucker

Dick Smith

Bill Bowers

THE REAL FAN GUEST OF HONOR. . ?
Martha Beck
WE INTERRUPT THIS CONVENTION. . .
Cosmos and Chaos

STANDARD GUEST OF HONOR SPEEOH
#3O8-Bs PERCEPTIONS
Mike Resnick

?TH ANNUAL CONFUSION MASQUERADE BALL

"...oh, that," I said.
"Well, Andy, you
Visuals by Illuminatus, Tucker Video
Music by Mike Gould
see ..the club has a sub to it, and I usually
get to read it before Cavin buries it, and..."
A few more minutes, and Andy hung up. I
SIDE TWO
had not committed myself; I was proud.
You fool, this Is videotape
The Story Behind ///
A few years
There is no Side Two.
ago my publishing schedule slowed down and I
stopped pubbing Big Important (i.e., lots of
pro contributors) Fanzines...and eventually
most people cut me off their trade lists. I
do it myself, probably quicker than most, so that was cool. But Andy Porter, one who I
had traded with, man S boy, did he simply cut me off2 No, he sent me a RENEWAL NOTICEI
I was mortified. I may not hold a grudge, but I have a very, very long memory.
This is something a certain Lawrence K. Tucker should be aware of [see above insert].
Oh...eventually I capitulated and sent Andy a copy of OW37. Just to prove to rich
brown that I'm not a total asshole, and his newfound faith in me is justified...
...and, since I haven't heard anything, now I'm going to send Andy a renewal notice.
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Enjoyed boh Tucker’s Constellation report (vrell, yon know what I meant)
still
glad I didn't go. This reminds me, X hope that Tony Cvetko runs the
but X ’ 33
Tilson
article I just sent him—a parody of The Right Stuff, starring Colonel
..
Two
years
ago I diswould love it
Yeager• I think it’s good, and I th
:s
at
the
Seige
of Peterscovered that my great grandfather ha
ton
any
supplies)
. Once
burg, the battL that ended the war (by w ing off bicf con ’
month,
I
had
to
get
to n, Virginia for
found this out, and I :ound myself in Ta™
itinr? that I’ve ever heard of (an1 ur
Petersburg, where I found some of the stran
s rehearsal for the trench
e
like Dob, I loved American History) .
hills of Pennsylvannia
mm
warfare o: fifty years later, when a unit
.federate
line, and plant
could dig a tunnel from their line to tne 'or
f igured tl
the go ahead by their
a massive charge, that would breach the line. They were given
.v accented the possibil"
officers
final
Colonel, and.when it was almost done, the ”ni
I the blast, and hoi1 the
ities of breaking the line, and trained a uni to charge arour miter is they were trained
he
thing
to
rer
breach, while the Union charged behind them,
Lt was a Clack unit. At
to go around the ’ iole that was to he made. '
.e unit to hold the ’■'reach
blown,
t.
the last minute, the night before the explosives vers
The new
suicide troops
blacks
as
was changed, because it didn't seem right to use the
an
1
that
they
had
to
get
in
there
bunch was just told that there would be a big blast,
a fearful blast, and the Tonfederbefore the Vehs could recover themselves. There
ates lost something like 75 men in the exp1 osxon.
Tie Inion c*.oops^ t>.,en .narchea i..t
the hole, where the Southerners on either side of the '-reach snot even like ...xs.-' in a
barrel. Another unit was sent in, and they too marchen into the hole, an
y ^e^uime
that the black unit came in, trying to hold the perimeter, the Debs had begun j^ing
artillery into the hole, killing even more -nion troops, Che ortherners y.xthc.rew la
in the day, having lost something like ”50 men, anr rhe hou corners los -» ->
lasted another six months after that, and Lee surrendered a month or so ay«r -na-. .
nation's armed forces in action. One hundred. and twenty years j.ater, tne _unn-~ —
was dug is highly visible, as is The Crater (the whole fiasco is refered to as
‘e
battle of the Crater), and. the earthworks (trenches) exten tor miles aroun ■
ie^
city of Petersburg. It's the closest thing that an American has to comparae to
_
battlefields that a European must he surrounded with, and it . eft me in total awe of
war, and the misery that my ancestor went through, during his three year hitch.
Agree with Terry Carr, that you do have skewed contacts, but even you don’t have
anything from Cvetko here, so I don't know how much goof that most skewed (Official
maimer of the 173d Olympics) of contacts is doing for you. X "on’t see anything from
Tony ”!2r. Lazard” Penner here, either, so that lets you out o : that one, and no
dunno, you don’t have as many s r.-ed contacts as Terry
Deindorfer, either
might tliink.
(refering in 0*'
The advance tiling about Dave Locke's interview with ’TL
cones across as
but
'x.
in 0737) is so very true. I didn't like the one with Teigh
nave;
wor
a real person, rather than an object o . worship

by
Always good to see how ’old time worlIcons
it makes me wonder how this
In these days of Chiaon
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old Chicon managed to hide things, their new typeAiders,
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$C.2S-—were typers really that cheap back then, months ax
or ,:"isc.'> Toy, X tell you,
footfixers under the Supplies heading, the Tntertaxnmenu,
they were giants.then, they were giants.
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cut -OX
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going from the
Collective to me doing '■fJ’-’-Z
;e other Tay X was
Tocke on werds is just chock zull of logo a:edaly. ’T y just t
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met in fays, weeks 1
•' t*
, that Dave ’<ocke is about the nos 7 GnoXoT?'*^saying,
,
t^th
whom I had been
.Iking to my onions
respond, of course, because I was
Toddle
’
» lowers lias
cromyomancing. Enough of this horrisonant Fora ■play, while we’ve
he fire, hose agaix:
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entered into a nynpholepic trance.
nany people
.me2?
Tell me, when is the last time Harry •
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out there thought that he wasn't even married? Raise your hands! Does Harry's wife
vacuum around the fanzines, or does she hand the vacuum to Harry?
Me thinks Avedon overplays what happened in the sixties and seventies, or else my
parents raised ne much less aware of sex roles than even I thought. I wonder which it
js? Dy the way, she's right, Bill, the "no discussion" went on for a long time. It
doesn't make it to the front cover of TZn£ anymore, hut people arc still talking about
It off stage. Back to Avedon? if you live in a world where men brag about being male
chauvinists, then by jesus, I'd move. I've told people in work telling racist jokes to
shut up, it's resulted, in at least them not talking about them in my presence, and a
female friend says that they just aren't told, anymore. I doubt if it was al?, my doing,
...and this is Minnesota, where they still
I've not that big an ego, but it's steppe-’.
don't hate the black, because they're still busy hating the Indian.
The name of the resturant that Denise comes up with is also the name that Greg
Setter came up with, given your earlier description, Bill.
•
About your preprint—It seems a shame that Gcott Saes showed up and that juvig
Innes didn’t, to' otherwise ruin your order of things during th.eJan Gon panel. Some-^y
t«H have to attend the thing, by god, just like someday I’ll finish ->ui-'mg that cnair
I started, back in 1978. It's still in the cellar (basement for you midwest types)
hope.

.well, if you’re going to do it, you'd best do it soon. Another year or two, and
ConFusion's Fan GoH nanel will be as long as a Phil Farmer speech...introduced by Dave
Kyle
(lie...? I Plan on packing a lunch, next year.) 1 Patching ^arry .ucker s
post-print of the convention (as long as you don’t fall asleep during m j commer
»)
and comparing it to the pre-print, will give you a terribly exciting eve^n^n^
as you make sure he adds my COMPLETE speech to the end of your copy of tne ^an^me.

Draft n Fester

. J.e
I was a little worried when I got your car: regar'.xng the ar -Jor
cover of C^37, when you said you at first weren't quite sure what to make ox J '
then it began to grow on you. "ooboyl -he thing I love a;ou.
T
fh,t it is such a free an- open area w^ere I can do just a-out weever
^ke (; e
stipulation usually being something like: -e need a ^or? or, we nee^ a fillo . an,
that's ail the restriction there is!), "nt emetines I'm
S
thing that isn't really " science-fictiony in .ooh, i - ..... o-—
r/i t
you with ona of the weird ideas since it seeme* that you were i...tereste. i
I
cry you wi
unc
...
.
x
finally grow on you—now,
nlaying around with formats and looks in CT’
I’ve got this new idea...
the numbers from 0 through 9, then put that
As for your question. ’Zes, I wrote out
positions to fill
on a light table and traced them in different enjoyed the entire issue (especially liked
...unfortunately, although I’ve rea’ an
ie best). I’ll have to let it lie at that
the speeches in
Tucker s
Lldren’s book, and am
as for comments. Signed a contract last wee. to illustrate a of 'lefore getting started
' whatnot
trying to clear up the backlog of correspondence an
and T’ill 'ring in some badly
1st'.)
.
It
’
s
a
major
-o'
on that (64 pages due by «ay
■>•^1should get to
7
2]13|84
needed bucks to help support ny real business of 'fan
it.
past Day 1st...so I hope the project went well,
...well, here it is slightly (five weeks)
yours...? Anytime you’re ready!
How then, Brad...about that "new" idea of

Fftft Dish

Hey, what a nice cover (okay, nr a-’?

can I write what I want to about the

rest of the zine?).
s already been said by
etc
I can't say anything about hoi'? won
Ing’ gives the best
others better at such things than I. I Tn-other—--rords, if we accept—as I do—that’
picture I've seen of him as he is now.
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Mrhn 28 is the definitive statement by WAW, then 0*37 contains the definitive statement
about him. Of course, the problem with such statements is that they change with time.
I'll look for a new interview in a couple of years. Hopefully, it too will be con
ducted by Locke; he seems to bring out the best in his dialogs (unlike some interviewers
who bait or otherwise antagonize their suhject—which makes for a more exciting by less

interesting time).
,
?.oger Heddall's loc takes me hack (not very far, luckily; I fouW my way back) . de
were all new to the scene once upon a time. Luckily* for my piece of mind I avoided
making so many gaffes because I had been collecting zines for a while before I first
locced. Sure*, I made a few mistakes (I hope to Ghu Geis has thrown away those first
couple of letters I sent him), but at least I only made three-nu^rters of an- ass of ray
self (rather than a total), since I knew a little of what was going on.
I’m not saying that Roger came across badly in his letter-hut rather that we have
all been ignorant of the lay of the land. ”y way of rectifying the situation was to
pick up all the zines I could at any convention T. attended—and even to *gasp* subscribe
to oneor two of then. That way I got to feeling that bill, for instance, was an old
friend because I'd read most of the first run of O’ (see? I oven ’-new the abbreviation) .
It is interesting to note Roger's awareness of the structure of fandom rather than
its content. This awareness seems to appear every once in awhile in several locations
at once, be discussed for a bit, then disappear. Perhaps you received the first issue
of Votek from Anders Bellis, which includes an attack on the insularity of fandom. Are
American fans less sensitive to the structure of fandom, or are nonamericans more

sensitive?
Close Enough For Fanwriting was good, as usual. The only .part of it I wanted to
respond to was the Herds section. There was an attrahent quality about xt (for me aleast). It seems an apposite subject for discussion in a. fanzine, but I can’t help but
notice his appetence for the letter 'a' in this section. I asseverate that when Locke
describes nineteen wards, and twelve of them begin with 'a', that this is an unhealthy
attraction for 'a’s. That is apodictic. but I am ’-eing lenient when I sneek of nine
teen words, for it means I overlook his aposiopesis re logodaefaly.
.
Luckily I was able to find ’ logodaedaly’" in my dictionary as being the state o.. a
copyrighted symbol that is very popular (odiously there is meant to be some connectxon
with Daedalus) . I was led by this revelation to look up the wor’—excuse me, wen.—
1logoicary', and sure enough there it was. A. symbol is said to be in a state o:
logo^cary when it becomes a household word and may not be copyrighte-’ (one could say

that it flew too high) .
”ell, I gotta go to werk—excuse me, work.
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Don't take any -onwooren fanzines. |

Okay, Edd, you’re a faned: You tell me what YOU’d do if you received a letter containing
the following: ’’Luckily for my piece of mind...”. Would you a) ’correct' it to peace ,
presuming a typo?} b) print it "niece rsic\..’, and possibly embarrass the loewriter. ;
or, c) print it as is, guessing it to be a deliberate play on words? ...just curious.

Arthur ShsEtsan

11 of goodstuff.
nnxs’
A missive.. .oops —massive
it well. Dy that I
Especially so the Tillis interview. Rpth Dave and
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Gee, that’s a real blast from. Avedon, in the letter section. I’m sure though, that
she’d agree that whilst we’d agree there are those male types about that she writes of
there are also some better men around too.
I wish she’d maybe qualified her statement and said she realised that we weren't
4 I 25 I
all shitheads...or was she saying we are?
I
I
<..since I’m even more lax about overseas communications, than I am about stateside
acknowledgements,..: I’m really glad that you are still active, and I really appreciate
the art you’ve been sending.
(It does occur to me that I can’t recall ever having had
an ATom cover on any of mg fanzines, though. This is what is known in the faned biz as
a blatent hint.) 1 ...at one point, one of the cornerstone pieces of mg fannish collec
tion was my cony of The AToi Anthology. I say "...at one point" because, when he was
in Northern Ohio briefly after Porcon...the fall of 1973...I leant mg copy to Dan
Steffan. And haven’t seen it since...despite repeated pleas... I’d like to get it
back someday...if only to show 90% of the fans of m acquaintance what can be done with
stylii and a blank stencil...
do good work, sir, and I enjoy it muchly...even if
we’re all just shitheads here...

T>!eil Rest shows himself a true neb in '’ansine fandom indeed, when he says
* he wonders’* why he got ?'
The n'’porienced ran^me .ans never won *.er why they got
0uch~and-such a sine; thev wonder wfcy they didn't net it. I simply had a lot of Th’
jmOs
L my hands, and nulled Heil's address from. ’’oUek
Thou. Also, explain to him (and
Anyone else reading OuAwMt) that Iocs go to the editor, not t’-e overseas agent.
J "
As for my "primary claim to fannish fame”, well your primary claim nay well have
^een marrying the person you met through my kind...and unrepai-1...intercession. She
didn’t move here entirely by coincidence. :*y presence here swayed her slightly. It jsn’t my fault that the potential of your marriage didn’t work out. You might, in
future, want to move on to a more recent joke, though it would mean deleting the only
"inside joke" I can understand in 0u&JOk£df>.
/
Dave Locke is the best thing in O'T these days—he's almost the only thing, with two
dialogs and a column, he gets to >e more Interesting all the time, despite occasional
Lapses of sense (none this issue} and strenuous efforts to be tasteless. I’m really
glad to see the WiHis dialog, and read the whole thing out loud to Susie.
.
I don't think you have to identify entirely with the author of an article to fin
that article interesting, amusing, useful, etc. I don’t have as narrow a definition of
"relevanve" as Roger Teddall, so I can’t make as sweeping a statement on V as Roger
did. nut I can’t argue with him, either, that much of CF’ can he of interest only to
fans who attend a certain group of ’’idwestem conventions and play poker, eat dinner,
’chat” (as Ginjer Buchanan used to use the word) . "Genuine
and chat with you...or even
Outworlds" has something of that flavor for instance. I used to be able to guess who
uo longer • * • a niece I ike Scene Tuns Seed Teem does nothing
you were talking about, bu'
for me except make me wonder who, or what, you’re talking about, and I assume there
night only ’>e one other person who does ’nite?.
Brad Foster’s cover is good, as is Jackie Rausgrove’s, tae interiors pi ohixzman.
Atom G Rotsler are all up to their standards, Acker’s column isn’t terribly interesting
(I'd like to see more original material and less dependence on reproduce;: trivia) , Loc.»e
and Resnick are interesting on Halzberg (I haven't read, any Resnick yet but have heard
Wonderful things about sow. rj&w) ,
Dave’s remarks about '’ypos may have been
directed at you. After all, you misspelled Ghiff'-an on the
o- conten-s. ,
I

...ever since the "quote-T-shirt" schtick got started (jet another of those insuffer'able Midwestern fandom ploys) Pave Locke has been searching for aje appropriate to
And now, by golly, I think we’ve got it! I can see it now...l
. tr\.nuous
rfforts to bg Tasteless". 7 Ah, but Jerry...I don’t play poker. I'm the one who plays
Sticbere with the Poker Widows; much less expensive, and much mote opportune for engaging
in "meaningful chats". And as for anyone who eats dinner with me: epics have been told.
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Rubert Cichiman ....................................... .................................................... ....
It makes fanning a pleasure when, among other things, one finds
Bill Bowers still (& apparently continuously) active in fanzine fandom and in such
interesting and engaging form, if the three issues of OutWO/iZdi you've sent are
"representative".
It was truly wondrous to open up OlbtMOktdb 37 to the Dave Locke "interview" with
WAW. This is the article I've been waiting to see in a fanzine for ever so long: "Every
thing You Wanted to Know About WAW Since 1965, But Were Afraid to Ask". I mean this in
no disrespectful sense; this article answered a lot of very deeply-felt questions about
what happened to Walter after he stopped fannish activities.
I hope a copy of this
issue went to D West.
While I don't have a copy of OW34 here to see what set her off, Avedon's letter was
touching and moving and—cringe!—unfortunately true. What a drag it is that in a place
so special as fandom sexism is running around at all... Maybe Ian and John Alderson
need a refresher course in the fact that at its best fandom is classless and free of
bigotry and that this best is what all True Fans strive for in their life in fandom.
I
know this sounds really pollyannaish in one way of looking at it, but it really is the
glue that's held things together and kept people coming back and sticking* round for
years and years.
And Bill, I want to get on your case about your attitude about kids as alluded to
on p.1304. I mean, I'd have to agree with just any old thing anyone could say about how
kids can be a drag and/or hard to be around. But we were all kids once ourselves and
we kinda owe it to the furtherance of the species to learn how to be around kids and not
to have bad vibes about their essential kid-ness. We who are so high minded as to have
come together under the banner of the literature of the future owe it to a saner future
to learn as much about how to be with and around children as possible and to be as
impeccable as possible in your dealings with children, your own or others'.
Ghod, I’m sercon tonight! But I really do have these strong feelings in these
areas.

"But we were all kids once..." strikes me as being a rationalization fully the equal of
"...but I was only following orders!" I had to go back and look up wh t aroused your
ire...gee, that was really mild for me.
(Actually, it was just an aside to Denise, a
schtick that goes back several years...and therefore was as 'unfair' to the rest of you
as most of my writings are...) Actually, I think kids are great in theory just like
the Fan Hugos, the American political process, and communes. I would imagine that a lot
of the things I feel strongly about...you would consider "great in theory". But I
determined a long time ago that a) I don't have ary great desire to propagate the species
as long as others are doing it so well...and that I don't have the personal ego-drive
to find out if fanzine publishing is genetically transmitted; and, b) that in all
honesty, I am much too selfish to devote 18 or so years to giving a child the proper
amount of attention and caring.
(It is my personal observation that at least 90% of
those who DO have children are likewise too selfish, but we won't go into that here.)
I don't hate kids as a sub-species—but I do find it much more preferable to my chosen
life-style if I don't have fb HEAR them...and I'd be appreciative is some so-called
"parents" would be just the slightest bit considerate of my "space".
(What I wouldn t
give for an adults-only grocery store...is that too much to ask?)
U Incidently, I find
absolutely no conflict between this attitude and the fact that I work for the U.S.'s
second-largest
jtf6 Jlfi jfj toy company.. .and that if you have any Star Wars toys in
your house, the odds are that at least a few of the parts in them will have my imprint
on them somewhere in the manufacturing process. (It is true that I put sharp edges on
at every opportunity...but you should be assured that OSHA keeps knocking them off—
no sense of humor there at all!) 11 Assuming you are still talking to me after that,
Robert, I should mention that Tkap Dook #2 just arrove...was enjoyed...and that I was
more than slightly astounded to learn that YOU had published the First Issue of Out.WOklxLi.. .in 1959.. .whereas my first-first issue wasn't done until 1966. You'd think
that someone would have mentioned it to me somewhere along the line...

3S ..........
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I nay have even less of a handle on this bit than I thought. Ono of the
staple loc topics seems to be how w<ell the final zine live'- up to its original vision,
or the line which it joins, or stuff like that. I rarely even know what I am visualiz
ing, much less being able to induce (as in the opposite of deduce, not cause) what some
one else dreamed up. And this whole bit of either "It's another one" or "It’s not like
the other one(s)” seems pretty pointless. You can't step into the same river twice, how
can you publish the same fanzine twice? And anyway, it’s yours, if anyone doesn't like
OOOO-C-OOOOOOOO- o

it, they can do their own.
So I can't make any contributions to the usual basis of a loc except to say that I
could read everything, your spelling is at least not noticeably worse than mine, and I
am somewhat aghast at the amount of work in obvious but not emphasize’, evidence.
Mostly I turn out to have replies to other Iocs.
If I hadn’t already used my Roger feddall anecdote, I could here, so if I hadn’t
already used my remark about zinac 'Turning up one's repertoire, I could use it here.
It's a little snooky to have a loc in print in the same month it's written!
?«y last letter to Roger gave a brief itinerary of ny season last fall September,
October, and November totalled a con or con equivalent every other weekend. (Sue Levy's
and Michael Marner's wedding being a "con equivalent . I flew to Minneapolis, was
surerised by which out of staters I did an’, didn't see, saw people who live 2 miles away
I rarely see here, made a couple of dates for the next time I was in town ((which turned
out to be Tew Year's)), and stayed with people ((Scott s .Margie)) I wouldn't have gotten
to see at the event itself.)
So he's at least on the way tn an idea of what Midwest

fandom is like.
Damn! I Jcnew I had good reasons for liking Avedon. Thank you for printing sone.
Can’t quite deal with the deja vu section. "Our" panel can only get weirder and

more strained.

Hnrrt

dr

Every time I receive a fat fanzine I look at it with misted pleasure
and sadness because I sense that it's orobably the last of its kind in this era of
sive oublishing and postage costs, but each time I turn out to ne wrong, an ole,
iar habit I've developed on more topics than thick, fanzines, tn T*n vcryybhppuyttw
find
regaining its old avoirdupois and foolishly imagine I’ll never see any
thing like it again until government subsidies are extended to cover fanzine publishing.
The Locke-Tillis section is very informative. It's a shame it couldn't have been
done in tine to have extra copies bound into the big "’illis issue of f,MJ'00nt ^ecause i>nrovides a great deal of factual and opionative material which is very relevant to all
those Dergeron reprints. There arc other merits, too. Just the other day, Terry Carr
published a fanzine in which he insisted that Cid Coleman exists, immediately causing a
lot of his readers to suspect another Carl Drandon in their midst. Tow by accicent
'■’alter describes a visit from Sid, and apparently settles that semi-mystery once and for
all. "I wasn’t really a writer" right he taken as ’’alt’s way of being modest but I
' think I know what he means. And there arc parallels in other fields.^ Almost every major
symphony orchestra has a legend about one meeker who played bril?iantly for years nut
never liked music at all, and I’ve been reading Gregor: Piatlgorsky‘s autobiography this.
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on paper during my lifetime. It doesn't matter particularly if they are worth preserv
ing, it’s just their uniqueness that I value, much as an antique collector will be
delighted at finding rare ’x>ttles but won't put them to use as liquid containers.
Inadvertently you did me a great service in the letter section this time. You
published, a loc from Roger Meddall on one page and a loc from Roger Waddington on the
other side o* that sheet of paper. ’"here was a bi inking flash of light into the murkiest
recesses of my mental confusion and I saw clearly for the first time that there are two
separate and distinct individuals whom I've been confusing all along an1’ wondering why
Roger sometimes lived in England and sometimes in Australia. I did the same stupid
amalgamation of two persons into one long ago when we first acquired a television set in
the house and I thought Peggy Lee and Peggy king were the same person, despite the fact
that the latter was only about one-thir” the thickness of the former.
(Peggy Lee has
curity after a few years of
remained moderately famous while Peggy Ying ’’r
staring on the George Gobel show.)
that use” to he taken at world—
It’s a strange thing about the offical nhoyogra.nhs
•
I would, encounter when I finally
cons. I thought I was nreparod for everyth, i:
haw
twenty years or more in fanwent ■to my first worldcon, after having ran-’
Tip.nouqt room was the one
Put the appearance of that panoramic cartel in
zines
ever been mentioned in
worldcon event that startled me. I don
fanzine
coverage
of worldcons
or
advance
publicity
or
any
other
any conreporti
up to the time I finally attended one. If any oldtime fan possesses a goo 1 collection
of those photographs, it would he an enormous service to। fandom to have them preserved
somewhere safe with as many fans as possible identified 1on each. It’s almost impossi’u
• Jay May T'lein era began and I
pictures of hundreds of congoing
to
imagine some of those superwide pictures are the only availab.la source for finding out
what those fans and even sone pros looked like.
If there is
There's one possible objection to any theory that a "fan.
.ns
and
then
such a thing as a fan type, why do so many individuals ■■-•econo
permanently after a year or two in that status? If a fan type existed, its ingredients
would presumably cause the individual to become a fan as soon as ol enough to participate in fanac and wouldn't permit the person to gafiate until physxcally or mentally

incapable of fanac.
rear
Ml the ’’ike Resnick material would 'a more interesting to ne i:
side
in
the
ratter o:
?o find rays
substantial amount of his fiction. ~ut
Parry's
publishe'
Parry Malzbergj I haven't anything resembling a complete collection o?
left
mo
unable
to
fiction but what I’ve read of it has amused and intereste' ->e an- has
s.
In
the
con
talk,
I
comprehend why the author has receive'"’ such a bad time in fannu
e
thinks
he
should
he
wish Mike had developed his theme a bit further and told us why
writing science fiction if he believes ’’the only thing worth
.5 I’d real Mike's science
rayhe i would un^erstan’
heart in conflict with its el*’
fiction output, fight unseen. I can thin?' of several reasons
definitely don’t share his disthat way would be better off writing murfane fiction,
'eras, an - t-p.e otner xacrs
interest in ways of getting to other planets, ’'is 'o~<
hose
days because I don't
of tnthisiasn he mentions. I don't real much science
icounter
a good, new story,
■ea“ing ’-uh
”
think much of the current output
.n
"
the
technology
of
I feel all the old. excitment over landscapes
7 tV.
d
iscovering
was
uture cities and such things that I felt
the prozines.
....
Confusion is appropriately named. I'm still not certain a>o-.v.. -he precise na-.. ^and intent of the preprint section of this issue. 1i' you. write everything you. attrxou
el to others, or did you get their manuscripts an" intentions in advance of the con, or
is the whole thing a hoaM? It's a goo” thing most of your rendership will have peen on
hand for the event and therefore won't ask. stupid questions atout your niggy-bacx

section.

I’ll go along with your plea to presets the oldtirte worldcon banquet photos--with the
exception of Chicon III, 1962: Dave Locke m be pleased with fun likeness.. .r>u.. x....
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Al Sim is....................................................................................................................... ..
Thanks for sending the OirtWoh&Ues.. .1 've been remiss in replying, but then
what can you expect? I'm less fannishly oriented than many fans...sometimes it amazes
me that I'm still "participating", albeit in my own small way, in fandom. Just three
weeks ago I was at my first con in a couple of years: Lunacon. I renewed acquaintances
with many fans, including my "peers", so to speak, among fanartists: Alexis Gilliland,
Steve Stiles, Stu Shiffman, and Dan Steffan.
I get along pretty well with the other
artists, but I sort of have a hard time talking to other fans, at least other fanzine
fans...there's a definite barrier there, Not sure what it is. I think perhaps it's
because there does tend to be a fair amount of name-dropping going on (someone even
dropped my name at a party in my hearing...kind of funny...) and I really get turned
down low by that. I guess it's because it reminds me of my own days as a nerd. I
still am a nerd in many ways, but let's face it: fandom is CHOCK FULL of weird people
whose eyes show white all around the iris! Me, I just want my fucking VW to quit
stalling in the rain.
Oh well.
Enough misanthropy for one letter. Recently I have been working for an educational
software firm in New Haven, as Art Director (a wonderful job in many ways). This gives
me access to computers and graphics packages and printers. Herein are some fruits of
my labors at the keyboard. The cartoons were done on an IBM pc, printed on an Epson,
and the logo was done on a Macintosh—which just happens to be the best pc I’ve ever
seen: the bane of all hackers, the Macintosh will be the standard by which home users
measure all future computers. It is a sw^et piece Of hardware.
Hoping you are the same...
U|9|8U
Likewise, I'm sure. IT The cartoons are above and opposite; the logo may be along next
time. 1! Now Al, about that list of names you "dropped" earlier in your letter... It The
reason I don't hang with the hardcore fanzine crowd as much as perhaps I "should" is
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rather simple: it's still the most male-dominated area of fandom. Besides, who really
wants to talk about fanzine publishing at 4 ayem...? (Fanzine publishing, I've found,
is like so many other areas of life: those who talk about it the most...) 51 I haven't
had a chance to play with a Macintosh yet, but from what I've seen of its capabilities
...it has moved the acquisition of a pc up several notches on my priority list. But I
still haven't recovered from the ambivil'ance for small flickering screens developed
after more than a year as a CAD/CAM operator...so I can wait.

Richard Brandt......... ........................... ........................................
Two nice covers, for starters.
GenuZne OuiWO/tZds is, as always, appreciated by an old stay-at-home like
me, who may sneak off to two cons this year. Mike Resnick's speech also seems to offer
more background info than crops up in his dialogue with Locke. So be it.
As a matter of fact, Locke's two dialogs this time out offer a nice contrast.
There's Resnick, successful hack turned serious novelist of note, and then there's
Willis, whose reputation as a dropper of bon mots remains unthreatened.
(Or is that
"bons mot"? Someone called our station the other night and complained because our
sportscaster didn't refer to them as "times out".)
Is there a fan type? One issue Mr Locke doesn't address directly is whether a
devoted SF reader is, of necessity, a fan type. One could even argue that a collector
need not be a fan type, although any time two people who share a taste for amassing vast
and useless hordes of the stuff come in contact, a protofannish attitude is bound to
develop. This sure happened to me, and I'm sure my friend and I were accurate when we
boldly claimed to be "the only two fans in this town."
(A few years later, that would
have been fen.)
Roger Waddington's note on the British passion for celebrating ignominous defeat
makes me wonder if there just isn't something more aggressive in the American national
character.
(Just look at what we consider a "peacekeeping" force, eh?) Sure, we came
out and declared imperialism was dead in this hemisphere, on several occasions in the
last two centuries, but this was generally after we had (a) exercised our right of
eminent domain to the bulk of the Continent, or (b) snatched odd pieces of territory in
the Carribbean of the South Pacific. Also, the one thing most Americans remember about
the War of 1812 is not that it was fought largely in 1814, or that the Redcoats burned
down the White House, but that Andy Jackson kicked ass at
the battle of New Orleans,
(although not until the war had,
unbeknownst to those combatants, been brought to a generally
unsatisfactory conclusion.)
Avedon Carol provides what I find a new and useful
description of the rise of nasty old
feminism, although it seems to me the
trend has had a wider significance than
being merely the dissatisfaction of the
GODDAMMIT,
companions of draft-dodgers.
(And for
my part, I don’t complain about doing
dishes? I merely point out how un
IS
necessary it would be if the missus
weren't messin' up the kitchen, doin'
all that cookin'.
I also find her
rationale for Houston, Houston... of
Interest; e.g., "The views expressed
herein are not necessarily those of...
Yes, we don't think men are such
bastards; they do, and a pity if they are,
indeed, right.
(Speaking as a certified male,
I do feel, myself, that Ms Sheldon had the masculine
sex drive pegged to a T, in that particular story.)
I found THE female man an ambiguous work, in that the
only main character inclined to give males a second
chance was one who had no benefit of encountering males
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in her own experience. I prefer to think she had the proper air of objectivity about
it...
Tarry Malzherg? A fellow who 1 have found, on rare occasion, to he capable of a
beautiful and literate prose style; exhibiting occasionally a mordant sense of humor;
a. follow whose obsession with particular themes leads him to write the same story again
and again, in essence; without having gotten it right yet? For all the despair and
anguish (as in a neglectel little story calle'’ allegiances), there seems a great deal of
emotional detachment to his method..
bo you really have an inexhaustible supply of "fillers” to cull from back issues
of Cf'? Or does it only seem that way?
(And do you toss then in at random, or are sone
of the juxtapositions with the material a.’-ove as purposeful as they seen?)
Enough speculations on the subject os fanzine layout.
2|20|8U

...everything I do in -this fanzine is purposeful, even if rarely "Purroseful”. The
subject of fanzine "layout' is something that is vastly more amusing to do, than to
talk about, but what we have this time at least is merely an example of basic linear
layouts I simply started out with a pile of letters and simply kept sorting and re
ordering as I went—sometimes trying to follow-up1' on the previous entry; at other
times guesstimating what would fill a given space,
(for instance, when I started this
section—after Tucker’s column—the only thing I knew for certain was that I would wrap
it up with George’s letter.) ‘I So, where IS Jerry Lapidus, when we really need him...?

D’&T-aSSa
Fascinating issue of CT; one of the test issues of any fanzine I’ve read
in a long time.
Dave Locke's discussion of fannish types was interesting, but I don't think I
entirely agree. There may not he a fannish type, hut there are a small number of
fannish types, despite a few oddballs even amongst fandom. Ik’s difficult for me to put
my finger on it, but let me give an example.
1 used to watch TO TELL TTE TROTS, for reasons which, are not quite clear to me.
Several times, they had. borderline fannish. people on—Elgar Rice burroughs' daughter,
the President of the L. Frank Baum Society, and a few other exannles. Every time they
had. a fannish contestant, I spotted them immediately, before they even had. a chance to
speak. Sheila would always ask how I knew, and my answer was only, "They loot, like
fans.
There is a large majority of social misfits in fandom. Physically you find people
tend to be overweight, wear glasses, males tend to have bearls. ”e are more diverse in
personalities, but I strongly suspect that someone more talented and observant that I
could, if he spent the time on it, find, a very cohesive psychological makeup for the
vast majority of active fans, Waybe we errnle auras or something.
Avedon Carol and Ian Covell are heated enough, that I reluctantly interpose a few
remarks. First of all, Ian is wrong if he is implying that there was little discussion
of Houston^ Houston^ Do You Read?. I remember (participating in) countless arguments
about its literary merit and its didactic content. It was described among other things
as an "angry" and "despairing" story. Personally, I thought Tiptree made the same
points far more effectively in The Women Men Don’t See, which is also a far better
story literarily, but the majority of people seem to disagree wit’- ;e. There I think
Avedon, while correct in her comments, strays ^rom the point. The characters in
"houston:, male and female, failed to convince ne that they were
people. If Ian
is saying it is a poor (comparatively) story on those grounds, I probably agree with him..
If he is saying that the didactic content marred the story, r pro’Thly disagree with him.
If he is disagreeing with the details of that 'idacticism, that's a whole other argument,
which Avedon has addressed handily.
Independent of all that, however, is the remark I heard on television the other
night, attributed to some member of the Oklahoma legislature, upon voting down the state
ERA. or somesuch. After commenting that such legislation would be contrary to the
Eiblically ordained structure of the family, he or she said approximately: "Discrinina-
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tion is the fulcrum of liberty." Talk about despair.
I also enjoyed the Locke-Resnick debate on "alzberg, in which I find myself leaning
toward Resnick, ’lalzberg has produced a crop of really bad stuff, but he has also pro
duced some really fine, work, although I don't know if we'd agree on which are which.
Personally, I enjoyed i-wovst'S TorLp, T-Td Muxipte
wrn atcwp,
and quite a few of the shorter pieces immensely, and I suspect that much of the dislike
of his work stems from the tendency he has to spoof traditional HF themes. Fans are very
conservative and don't like the unusual, unless it is the usual unusual stuff.
I have a weakness for lists, so I read through the favorities as •’ell. None would
be on. my list, but none are real stinkers. I used to think
ri"'" was Lester’s
.best work, but recently I reread every thing by him end found that I liked isr"
rtf
EraRrt’irY'TIW best, and rtn.l'rrs ram only slightly better than
And for what it’s
8111 84
worth, ny favorite of Hike Resnick’s novels is
Atoms'rs, by far.

.. .one of the few pluses of mg recent three weeks of jury duty was that I managed to do
some reading in the waiting room.
...including Hike’s Tfl sfspjxri. ~ mentioned this to
Bill Cavin, and he asked my impression of the novel and, not being a reviewer or a critic
—-T gave a one-word summationi "Slick'". I was a bit more circumspect when I talked to
Hike but, while it was was excellently written, and I’m glad I read it, I could not get
emotionally involved with any of the characters.
(And ironically, given that my back
ground would seemingly make me a prime suspect, I was not at all unset by the premise.)

have Locke's conversation with ’'ike Resnick was a splendid piece of
work; unlike the vast majority of writer interviews, it was meaty and full of content,
stimulating, very revealing of both participants, and altogether intriguing. Of course
most of your Iocs—at least the ones not about feminism and/or ’’ovard Cosell—are going
to talk about Resnick and. Malzberg. This one included. Considering how seldom I get
myself to write a loc, the Resnick-Locke piece was obviously something special.
Resnick himself is a good solid writer, but a couple of his comments in defense of
’lalzberg display, to my mind, such a fundamental misunderstanding about the nature and.
purnoses of fiction (never mine SR) that I found it impossible to file away this
v)O>MA

without a few words in reply.
Resnick says, in defense of ’'alsberg's cajurXlF®, "As the book continually points
out, the tzorld. an’’ the writer of 1973 simply do not possess the language or the concepts
to present a truthful picture of the world of 2973, so what science fiction writers co
is transfer people and problems two thousand years into the future an'1 hope no one will
notice." Later on, "ike says that by setting the conclusion of
in Ridgefield
Park, few Jersey, ’lalzberg has made a "devastating attack on a promising art form gone
awry" because, "’•Then all is said and done, the inhabitants of ?"ew Jersey, circa 1973,
are far more important to ’lalzberg, and should ho more important to the adult reader,
than all the space heroes and pirates ever to run rampant across the ephemeral pages of
a paperback ’sci-fi’ ’xjok."
’’ell, okay, "ike's first comment is absolutely true, but also absolutely irrele
vant. To SF writer can really present an accurate picture of 2973? Of course, "o ST
vrriter that I have ever ret has ever pretended to he' presenting an accurate picture of
2973, or 2293, or of the Galactic Rhpire, or of life in the Greater "agellanic Cloud,
’’o 9T reader except a few especially '"rain—’ammr’ed types nas ever imagined or a racnen».
that this was what the literature was all about,
nee'e ' to write a novel to
make this point? That strikes me to be a ’ it like writing a novel to demonstrate that,
the sun rises in the east. Of course we transplant present "ay concerns and characters
into the future, That the hell else would we ^o? Like ev^y writer—not every GF
writer, every writer—who has ever sat down to guild pen, typewriter, or commuter, we
are all writing about our own lives and our O’.m time, whether we set the stories in
Ridgefield Park, Tew Jersey, in ancient Rone, or on the fifth noon of a gas giant planet
revolving around Rigel. Unless the story stakes sensei, intellectual sense, literary
sense, and most important of all, emotional sense, ^o a contemporary readership, t‘’.~
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writer will never get the chance to see if he can speak to the ages.
SF is not—never has been, never will be, and should never attempt to he—any kind
of predictive science. SF is a kind of metaphorical language whose devices and forms
provide the modern writer with a set of symbols, an unusual angle of attack, a species
of argument that are not available outside the genrb. Phen this language of metaphor is
used to speak effectively to the modern reader, GF is a valid and worthwhile form. -Tien
it is trivialized, GF becomes print television. Then it is ignored, one has to wonder
why the idiom was employed at all.
As for Mike’s statement, and. MalzMerg’s implied view, that the people of Ridgefield
Park, Mew Jersey should be more important to the 'adult reader' than the characters of
an GF novel--well now, yes and no. Certainly real people should be more important than
characters in fiction. Any other position would he morally indefensible. The real
people of Ridgefield Park, ”ew Jersey must be more important to any thinking human being,
adult of child, reader or illiterate, than any number of space pirates, not to mention
Madame Sovary, Captain Ahab, and the Great Gatsby.
The point that's being so blithely overlooked here is that the people of Ridgefield
Park, few Jersey at the end of ewatlM" are no more ’real" than the. larger-than-life
sci-fi stereotypes who occupy the earlier portions of'C'UKl’-^. They are, all of them,
lies. Characters in a work of fiction. Phantoms conjured up briefly by a writer’s
words on paper, If they should assume any emotional importance to us at all, it is only
because a writer’s individual talent, his skill at conjuring, makes them seem strangely
real while we are holding the book., and perhaps even afterwards if the writer is very
skilled indeed.
The way "real" people come into all this are as readers. A well—drawn SF character,
rooted in an entirely imaginary SF setting, can theoretically have far more to say to a
great many readers than a thin, badly-drawn 'real—life ' character in a mainstream nook.
Tith SF, the language is metaphorical, but good Mooks, in or out of the genre), are all
talking about life, and truth is still truth, no natter how it's expressed.
Forget rzXAXlSSj I’ll talk about my own books. I’ve ’-nritten three solo novels*
1WIT5 of GWl 'LIGHT is set on a distant imaginary planet thousands of years in the future.
rTTWil BRS/8S is set along the Mississippi river system, from 1357 through 1F70. Ttf?
pas is set in our "'real—life" present,
Does it then, follow that Gandy lair,
the protagonist of the RAG is more "real’5 than Abner ”arsh of ftvpt
or Rirk
t'Larien of stimig T'F THS lksmt, and does this "reality." mean the a’ult reader should care
more about him? ’Tonsense. Gandy^ Dirk, and Abner are all equally real; that is to say,
none of them are real at all. Tiey are all fictional constructs, ^-.atever degree of
reality they nay seem to possess is illusion, and illusion directly dependent on my
skill (or lack of skill) as a writer. That is the writer’s craft, art, an< magic: to
make the unreal seem real.
From my own obviously .prejudiced point of view, Mandy does seem more real than
Abner, and Abner in turn seems more real than Dirk., and therefore I regard
EWS as my most successful novel to date. AMT.srMKT*: RAG is also my most recent novel;
my skills have improved since I wrote WFJ? MF T-F’ LIGHT, and I was thereby able to do
a better job. That’s half the story. The-other half is an undonia--le fact; it's easier
to evoke something you have actually seen and experienced (the MOs, a rock concert, a
peace demonstration, Ridgefield Park) than somet’-.im that exists only xn your .maginatibn (2393, the Festival of the Fringe, a galactic war, Tan Ceti TV). Mote: the, wore- is
"easier”, not "easy ', none of this is easy, "’hat's why there am so very many, bad
hooks, both inside and outside of GF. Are there more had GF Kicks'5 Very probanly. ,A-.e
the bad GF books worse? That too. Failure is more o’vious and more total when one is

attempting the more difficult task.
It seems to me that the not-sp-hidden message of
and indeed of much of
’-alsberc’s fiction, goes beyond this, says that it is not so nue*’ a na.'-ter o< xt eing
hard to approach reality and all its complexities through the avenue of ST as it is a
matter of it being impossible. And if it is impossible, then all or us, readers and
writers both, are wasting our time, and why should we even bother to try?
Far from being the "serious literary artist” that Resnick paints him as, Vaisberg
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strikes ne as a writer who has, in fact, long ago stopped trying, if indeed he ever did.
The ultimate indictment of GAEjytiES is not that his starship crew is unlikely and thinly
imagined. and sketchily drawn. Ho, Malzberg is doing that deliberately, making these
characters and situations farfetched and. hollow to prove a point. The real let-down
comes when we reach the "real" inhabitants of Ridgefield Park, Hew Jersey, and find they
are just as empty, and just as one dimensional as the starship crew. Of course, they
really aren't on stage for very long—but the various motley assassins, handicappers,
and mad astronauts in other dalzberg hooks, in "real" present-day or near-future settings
are no better drawn. They are, however, every bit as impossible for the "serious adult
reader" to care a wet fig about, ^ie sad truth is that Halzberg is a one-rote writer.
He has known pain, and he can conjure it with words, no doubt of it. He has tasted
bitterness in his time, and grief, and disappointment, and betrayal, and so too do his
characters sip from these cups. But that’s all. Reading Halzberg, one would never
suspect that there was also joy in the world, and triumph, and love and friendship and
hope. halzberg’s people han't even seem, to enjoy a goo* weal nCJw and again.
Poes this mean I'm calling for a literature of sunshine and music, of happy endings,
hearts and flowers, uplift and progress? ”ell, no. Pnyone who has read my own fiction
knows that a current of darkness runs through my work as well, 'lalzberg’s pain is
valid, if he can make us feel it. here’s the rub.
Parry Malsberg is indeed one of the most universally unpopular writers over to work
within GF. Put why? because he says vitriolic things about the field? ”arlan Ellison
has far exceeded ’’alzherg in that department, and his mantlepiece is crowded with awards,
because he has a dark view of life and an unpopular message that narrow-minded GF fans
cannot accept? Tom Disch views humanity just as darkly and attacks the more simpleminded genre conventions with just as much vigor, ’ut his work has been nominated for
every major a^axd. in the field these past few years, and I think it’s only a matter o..
time until he wins one. Is it because Falsberg’s prose is so eloquent that we poor
souls lack the discrimination to appreciate it, because his insights are so deep that
we fail to grasb them? Gene **olfe on his worse nay is ten times as polis?et and
sophisticate! and subtle a writer as ’-alsberg is on his best day, and "olfe has a lot
more to say as well, and Gene (after some years o- struggle, I ..reely acmit) seems to

have found a very sizeable and appreciative audience.
Pone of this matters, ^’alzbiirg is unpopular not because he’s too good for us, but
because he's.not good enough. For all the darkness that runs through their work,
Ellison, Disch, and Wolfe have something in their stories that ’alnberg lacks: people.
Powhere in any of the ’falzberg fiction that I have read is anyone that I could accept,
even for the duration of the reading experience, as a living breathing bleeding human
being. Pretty ’’aggie f’oneyeves and Danie?, ’’einreb and Severxan the Torturer aurt, and
I hurt with them, because I've loved’.with them too, and taste' their dreams and their
nightmares, and stood next to them when they bad their triumphs,. I have shared life^
with these people, or at least as much an illusion of life as fiction can impart, ano
therefore I care about them, "’here is the ’^al^erg character to stand beside then.
There is none.
.nd always, mouthpieces for the
’’alzherg's characters all seem to be, first
themselves
when
building characters, that’s so
author. now, all writers draw heavily
on
Our
ora
observations
o" humanity and life.
Yet we also draw on the people around ■
e
author
in pancake and
and the best characters in fiction are rarher more ti
characters
from himself,
a wig. walzberg doesn’t even seem to try to differer
’
ittemess,
and their
G
people are all wafer-thin, *ralkir
or each other
to
us
,
or
to
people we
pair is abstract and non-effecting because it is not
;lv
like
Tom
Disch
to me>
is not Ha:
care abou
>ti
c
astronauts
,
of
race
neuroSeverian is certainly not Gene Wolfe.
’alzoi
sitle chess players, of
track touts, of time-travelling assassins, o:
ians, common men and uncommon
regulars on radio phone-in shows, of
Sveryhody, everywhere, sounds like Halzberg
men, and of course of failed writers
of THE WIGv’T.
Imagine if you will, c convention of ’’alzberg characters
rould they disagree about anyerent sorts getting together for a drin.

tiling?
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This is not the result of the crass demands of genre and deadline.

This is a

simple failure of art.
is going to appear on the stands next to w? RSr«TO or /omnm, Resnick
argues; therefore we shall excuse ??alzherg from any higher, standards, s?.nce he ?uscompete with egregiously written space opera. Tonsense. In bookstores around here,
John Steinbeck's novels often appear next to those of Jacqueline Susann, hut were
Steinbeck alive I doubt that he'd accept this as a justification for writing his hooks
as ’-^dly as his rack-mate wrote hers. Talsberg can take umbrage at being displayed in
the sane section with Lin Carter, Otis Adelbert Tline, "ferry Brooks, and John Gorman if
he wishes, but in fairness he also ought to feel flattered that his own work is being
sold next to hooks by Ursula T. LeGuin, Gene ’"'olfe, Jack Vance, and *’ichael Bishop,,
among others. Besides, his complaint is far from unique. . I’ve mentione-’ Steinbeck and
Susann. Bradbury and Bishop rub right up against B'gar Pice Burroughs; Braith, Cordwainer
must inevitably "compete1’ with Braith, T.R. "boo1. Reflect on the spelling of my own
name, if vou will, and consider the sort of egregious hacks whose junk is so often
racked up next to my -Tooks.
.
Resnick says Ralzberg is forced to "compete” with the ryyTTm
ATCT'Rt’R. Let him
compete with t-S UTFT mrss of
instead; the field and t*a.lzherg himself might

benefit.
k-the-flotion-writer ’mows all
The strangest thing about all of this is th.
seem to know it at all. The
an
soesn
this very well, whereas Resnick-the-T'alzberg'
the vivi’. individua
single greatest strength of Resnick's "Galactic T.i-'’-»ay‘
People
come
up
to
r’
ike
and
bitch
about
him
killing
off the dwarf at
ity of its people,
real to
'like
male
that
character
et. al. Because '
the end of nnsTr’’ ■PTTriM'
became
of
it
mattered
to
then,
what
them, because they became involved with his fate, and
at
a
con
broached
Tarry
Malzberg
him. Bo you think that any reader, anywhere, has ever
one of his characters? 'Thy do I suspect that the answer
to berate him for killing o:
to that is no? "Thy is the answer no?
That's whv Halzberg is unpopular, I submit.
Anyway, /great issue of ^■WhJLd&f Bill, the best since the revival, JW? Da.ve
Locke going on these dialogues of his; if they are all as good as the one with Resnick

somebody ought to hand him a Hugo.

VAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAV
...okay, everybody has had five months to have their sag on the Carol/Covell and ^esnick
Nalzberg mutual admiration socities. The ’’principals” are entitled to another round...
but after that, hopefully, we’ll be going on to other Significant Things....
[I 11 be
damned if I’m going to spend the rest of my life typing out ’’Ridgefield Park, New

Jersey”...!]
Thanks to all...for your caring, your comments...and your self-control...
I do have one letter left...and it’s a long one. Put that’s not the reason it s
not here? It’s simply that I want it to stand alone,.so it will be the ’lead’ item
next time.
(Itg apologies to Skel for delaying its printing another month..
VAVAVAVAVAVAWAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVA VARAVA VAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAV

...I do seem to get mu dander up, once in a rare while.

I few years ago I more or less

•disowned’ the Cincinnati New Year’s Parties that I’d co-founded
WW
UI I’ve had a great time at ’em eve? since.
There seems to he a possibility of a ’do’ being nele at tne dap&toneua holiday Inn
—the hotel where we hold SPLCECON—over Labor Pan weekend. Opposite TAcon.
there
are very few things in fandom I hold sacred anymore...and I’m not at all certain I 11
make TA either...but if I don’t, I won’t be in Panakoneta that weekend. Stubborn, .am.
possibility of the so-called ’’Cincinnati Torldcon bid. I
I am mellowing on the
endorse it...but if you fools want to vote a Torldcon 15
won’t work it, and I won’t
You should be aware, however, as it is
minutes from mg apartment, go right ahead
with a sole Cinti front man.
presently put together, it is essentially a Columbus hid
anything might...
••aid
before...if
Phoenix
worked
(f it did)
hut, what the hell; Like I
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Issue:

RICTAPD TERGTFOn [1359]: Dox 5989, San Juan, Puerto Pico 00905
RCTT^T [1370]: 1260 Pill Poad, Glen Ellen, CA 95442
RICTARR DRAW0 [1375]: 322 Limonite Circle, El Paso, TX 7993?
3H& PRIDING [1347]: 222 Brighton Ave., San FPancisco, CA 94112
TRPJS CAPP [11037 Broadway Terrace, Oakland, CA 94611
JOS CTVTS,nOPT’Rp [1359]: English Dept., Tarleton State Univ., Stephenville, TX 76402
poppp-s COULSO’T [1364]: 2677N-500N, Hartford City, IP 473^3 [Note COA]
1^ COVELL [1339; 1360]: 2 Copgrove Close, Berwick Hills, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland TS3 7BP ENGLAND U.K.
IL CURRY [1353]: 4015 Allston, #2A, Cincinnati, OK 4520^
ncYJ D’lyMMASSA [1341; 1376]: 323 Dodge St., East Providence, PI 02914
LRSTIT. DAVID [1355]: A C of S, Services, HO 19th Support Command,
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96212
LARRY DCT^RSS [1345]: 2330 N. ClArk, 203, Chicago, IL 60614
npADT FOSTER [1356; 1367): 4109 Pleasant Bun, Irving, TX 75038
f’IRR GLIdGOYU [1348]: 598 Windermere Ave., Toronto, Ontario N6S 3L6, CANADA
TOPr 7OLI.Y0 [1351]: 178 Spring St., New York, UY 10012
DAVID ”ULAU [1359]: 33313 S. Park Drive, Santa Ana, CA 92707
JERRY T'AUBWJ [1369]: 4326 Winslow Place, N., Seattle, "’A 98103
CTORGT LASKOVCY! [1355]: 652 Cranbrrok nd., #3, Bloomfield Hills, HI 43013
POTF.PI LICZS-Wl [1371] : POBox 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442
GEORGE P-.R. MARTI’’ [1377]: 102 San Salvador, Santa Fe , mi 87501
UEIL mST [1372]: 5309 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60640
TILT,TAN ROTSLER [1344]: POBox 3780, Los Angeles, CA 90028
AT. GIROIR [1374(2); 1375]: Dox J12 , 258 Park, New Haven, CT 06511
.DAVTR G’^RVER [1366]: 788 Dayton Ave., St. Paul, NN 55104
ARTRUR THOMSON [1337; 1368): 17 Brockham House, Brockhan Drive, London SH2 3RU, U.K.
ROT TTJCS35R [1356]: 34 Greenbriar Drive, Jacksonville, IL 62650
TDD VICM [1367]: 1601 Darr, #106, Irving, TX 75061
RARRY MAPTI3R, JR. [1372]: 42.3 Summit Avenue, Hagerstam, ND 21740
TRO ’■’’IITR [1342; 1343]: 1014 N. Tuckahoe St., Falls Church, V?. 22046
REAL ”ILGrTS [1382]: Box 25771, Albugueroue, NN 87125
RILT.Y MAY ’’OLYRHTart;?. . [1347]; 22681 Coburg Pd., Harrisburg, OP. 97446
AT^XATOTR YUDTTTITSaT [1350]: Caixa Postal 9613, 01057, Sao Paulo, DP, BRASIL
JOPR RAYEM [1350] 1228 S. Brook, Apt. 3, Louisville, KY 40203
VAV AV AVAVAV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV A7 AV A7 A7 AV AV AV AV AV AVAVAV AV AVAR AVAVA7AVAV AV AV AV
A Ge.!UDUl(L
In t».?o v?or<’s, or Less, tell ne what is MTSSITG from this
issue. Correct x-rritten answers will he acknow.lc'‘,ge'!.. Those "fro answer incorrectly (or
Ton’t tale this properlv seriously) will have their names volunteered as pre~sunportin,7
members of the Cincinnati in ’RO Torldcon Did.
...think caretvlly now, you hear?
In the interveaning four days since the last stencil was finishes., Jackie's Faithful
Gestetner suffered a major nervousbreakda/n...with less than half this thing run ofr.
Hopefully it will still be out for Hidwestcon, though mailed copies won't go out until
afterwards...now. -si gh
...and Hot Humor has it that the Columbus people dumped/demote? the Cinti Front Han
...who, on being informed of this, reportedly said -I. ’ave not resigned as Chairman.“
...and as of the just completed CFG meeting, the newest scoop is that the bid is for

somethin^ called r:Cinvention 2' (//////// ////^
which, if true, would probably radicialize re again. Sor^here, lost in all this, is the
fact that 1988 is Cincinnati's Bicentennial, much Ado is nlanned, and hotel availability
9 rates will undoubtedly be affected. Stay Tuned for Further Fxci ng Tales...
t
S I 16 | 8
I haven't had this much fun since I was 5W a 'Torldcon Bid...!
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Inverse Laans of Advisual Effectiveness
1.

The more advisors an individual has, the less able that person is to deal with
problems.

2.

The more advisors there are on an advisory committee (and. the broader the subject)
the less comprehensible will he the advice (i~ any) .

3.

'The more advisors a corporate or political decision-maker has, the more isolated
from reality the decision-maker becomes.

4.

:four best advice is to avoid advisors.

Principles of Cultural Inflation

1.

Everything once a subject is now a Field.

2.

Tith the Knowledge Explosion, new Fields are constantly being created.

3.

Everyone who once had an interest in a subject is now an Expert in a Field.

4>

Everything you need to know about a Field.can be covered in a five-minute TV
interview with an Expert.

Loan of Diminishing Appreciation

lae more secure it is, the less you appreciate it.

—Dzaf '

